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JamesE Parsons

james.e.parsons@exxonmobilcoflf
____________________

1.e ExxonMobil Corporation
Rii ____________________

Incoming letter dated January 232012 Public

Availability

Dear Mr Parsons

This is in response to your letters dated January 232012 and March 2012

concerning the shareholder proposal submitted to ExxonMobil by As You Sow on behalf

of the Park Foundation Inc the Missionary Oblates of Mary Imæiaculate the Unitarian

Universalist Service Committee the Benedictine Sisters Boeme Texas The Brainerd

Foundalion Zevin Asset Management LLC on behalf of The John Maher Trust First

Affinnative Financial Network LLC on behalf of Izetta Smith and Benedictine Sisters

of Màunt St Scholastica We have also received letters on the proponents behalf dated

February 272012 and March 2012 Copies of all of the couespondence on which this

response is based will be made available on our website at htpiIwww.sec.govIdivisions/

corpfinlcf-noaction/14a-8.shtml Foryour reference brief discussion of the Divisions

informal procedures regarding shareholder proposals is also available at the same website

address

Sincerely

TedYu
Senior Special Counsel

Enclosure

cc Sanford Lewis

sanfordlewisgmail.coin



March 22 2012

Response of the Office of Chief Counsel

Division of Corporation Finance

Re Exxon Mobil Corporation

Incoming letter dated January 232012

The proposal requests that the board prepare report on the short-term and long-

term risks to ExxonMobils operations finncesand gas exploration associated with

community concerns known regulatory impacts moratoriumsand public opposition to

hydraulic fracturing and related natural gas development

We are unable to concur in your view that ExxonMobil may exclude the proposal

under rule 14a-8i1O Based on the information you have presented it does not appear

that ExxonMobils public disclosures compare favorably with the guidelines of the

proposal Accordingly we do not believe that ExxonMobil may omit the proposal from

its proxy materials in reliance on rule 14a-8i10

Sincerely

Sonia Bednarowski

Attorney-Adviser



DIVISION OF CORPORAT ON FINANCE

INFORMAL PROCEDIIRES REGARDING SHAREHOLDER PROPOSALS

The Division of Corporation Finance believes that its responsibility with respect to

matters arising under Rule 14a-8 117 CFR 240 14a-8 as with other matters under the proxy

rules is to aid those who must comply with the rule by offering informal advice and suggestions

andto determine initially whether or not it may be appropriate in particular matter to

recommend enforcement action to the Commission In connection with shareholder proposal

under Rule 14a-8 the Divisions staff considers the information furnishedto itby the Company

in support of its intention to exclude the proposals from the Companys proxy materials as well

any information furnished by the proponent or the propoæentsrepresentativØ

Although RuLe 14a-8k does not require any communications from aliareholders to the

Commissions staff the staff will always consider information concerning alleged violations of

the statutes administered by the Commission including argument as to whether or not activities

proposed to be taken would be violative of the statute or rule involved The receipt by the staff

of such information however should not be construed as Łhanging the staffs infOrmal

proedurŁs and proxy reew into formal or adversary procedure

It is important to note that the staffs and Commissions no-action responses to

RAIe 14a-8j submissions reflect only informal views The deterrninationsreached in these no-

action letters do not and caimot adjudicate the Iner ts of companys position With respect to the

proposal Only court such as U.S District Court can decide whethe company is obligated

to include shareholder proposals in its proxy materials AccOrdingly discretionary

determination nOt to recommend or take Commission enforcement action does not preclude

proponent or any shareholder of acompany from pursuing any rights he or she may have against

the company in court should the management omit the proposal fromthe companys proxy

material



SANFORDJ LEWIS AITORNEY

March 2012

Via Electronic Mail

Office of Chief Counsel

Division of Coiporation Finance

U.S Securities and Exchange Commission

100 StreeLadies and Geattlemen

The Park Foundation the Proponent has requested that respond briefly on ts behalf

to the supplemental no action request letter dated March 2012 sent to the Securities

and Exchange Commissionby Exxon Mobil the Company on its proposal ôæ natural

gas extraction and hydraulic fracturing In brief we stand by our prior letter

Partial availability of information in public domains does not negate or substantially

implement request for report assessing Impacts on the Company
In our prior letter we thoroughly documented examples of inadequate fnlfillment of the

Proposals reporting guidelines Since our letter compellingly demonstrated that the

companys putative implementation does not include reporting consistent with most of

the guidelines in the Proposal the Càmpany has changed its tune and now asserts that

shareholders can find sufficient information on these issues elsewhere request for

company report is not fulfilled by showing that some of the information with great effort

maybe obtainable elsewhere Access to informationelsewhereas partial as it is does not

fulfill the request for Company report assessing how community opposition may affect

the companys particular operations explorations and facilities Only the Company can

offer such an assessment to shareholders under the guidelines of the ProposaL

In addition it should be noted that contrary to the companys assertion that the Proponent

has demonstrated that it has access to adequate information the information provided in

our response was fractional information spotty search in those corners of the internet

where information was available Lacking the internal knowledge that the Company itself

would have in issuing report this response was far from demonstration of the

adequacy of available infonnation For instance the reply listed where moratoriums exist

but did not match that list against Company operations nor identify areas of impact Only
the company itself would be in the position ofhaving the kuowledge necessary to fulfill

the guidelines of the proposaL For example the Proponent was only able to find

information on natural gas infrastructure related violations in one of the many states

where the Company operates

Information on the impact of community opposition and renulatory developments

on particulir facilities operations and explorations is an indispensable element of

the proposal
The Company also asserts that substantial implementationof the proposal does not

require highly detailed local information as described in our letter Although the

Proponent agrees with the statement that the proposal does not require highly detailed

P0 Box 231 Amherst MA 01004-0231 sanfordlew

413 549..7333 ph .781 207-7895 tax
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information the guidelines of the Proposal repeatedly prescribe and request that the

company describe how developments will affect particular facilities and operations

This requires that where opposition is having an effect on particular facilities operations

or exploration the Companys reporting would provide sufficient information to inform

investors on how those risks and concerns may play out and affect the companys

operations finances and risks at those locations Our letter documented that the

Company has not done so at many facilities For instance the Companys mention in

single speech that there is fracturing moratorium underway in Germany does not

provide investors with sufficient information regarding the operations at stake there and

the potential risks and cost to the company

Shareholder proposals reportina requests are not restricted to requestina only

individual items of disclosure material to company in its entirety

The Company asserts that providing more information than it already has on hydraulic

fracturing and natural gas would give shareholders distorted view of the importance of

this issue in the context of matters the entirety of its operations As Such the Companys
latest letter also makes llmdamental enor in characterizing the Rule 14a-8i10
standards of decision The standard of decision under Rule 14a-8iXlO for resolution

requesting report is not whether the companys existing reporting addresses subject

matter at the level of materiality for its entire operations but rather whether the company
has substantially met the guidelines of the proposal

It is the prerogative of investors to request and vote for more detailedreporting on

subject area or company segment Many ifnot most proposals inquiremore deeply into

subject matter than for instance company might otherwise do in the course of its

mpking its material 10-K disclosures
report such as that requested in the Proposal

seeking detail on how segment of the company is affected by signicant community

opposition is not confined to requesting disclosure of itemswhich are each individually

material on whole company basis The implication that substantial implementation of

the proposal requesting reporting should bejudged as whether it is adequate within the

total mix of information available would be radical departure from Staff precedents

on Rule 14a-8iXlO There are more suitable rules for limitation on the level of details

requested in report For instance under Ride 14a-8iX7 proposal must not

micromange the company or its reporting Such an objection has not been asserted on
this Proposal and would not be applicable because the proposal requests information at

summary level Similarly the Company has not asserted that the proposal addresses an

insignificant part of its business under Rule 14a-8iX5

The requested report summarizing particular facility and operational risks from

community opposition in the Companys natural gas operations related to hydraulic

fracturing would simply give investors more robust picture of how this part of the

operations is being affected by the issue To suggest that shareholders can only request

disclosure of information where each item disclosed is material to the entirety of the

company is inaccurate Certainly where significant social policy is at issue such as with
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hydraulic fracturing robust aminalion of the Companys mnngement of the issue

and the impacts of the issue throughout that segment of the company is appropriate in

shareholder proposal As such it is certainly consistent with the guidelines of the

proposal The report in its entirety relates to topic which is material to the Companys
investors and the level of detail requested provides needed depth to understand that

material issue

The Companys enforcement related nondisclosures do not substantially Implement

the Proposals auidelines

The Companys latest letter also implies that its statement on the lack of government

enforcement actions relating to hydraulic fracturing is somehow responsive to the

Proposal The proposal clearly is directed towards the infrastructure associated with

hydraulic fracturing not just what goes on underground The enforcement related

disclosure request is for hydraulic fracturing and related infrastructure The Companys
own letter describes the extent ófrelated infrastructure beyond the narrow category of

what goes on underground The activities above ground and near the surface are enabled

by and entwined with hydraulic fracturing and are part and parcel of the issues raised by

community opposition So the Companys simple assertion that it has no violations

related to hydraulic fracturing is both misleading and not fiulfillment of the guidelines of

the proposal

Conclusion

Therefore we on respectfully request that the Staff inforni the Company that the SEC

proxy rules require denial of the Companys no-action request

Sanfoid Lewis

Attorney at Law

cc Park Foundation

James Parsons Exxon Mobil
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RE Se tjhgeActof 1934 Section l4ä RuIó I4Æ4

Qj.iiort.ofshareboiderproposal.regardinghydraulicfracturing

Gentlemen and Ladies

On January 232012 we submftted letternoti1ing the staff ofthecurities and Exchange

Commission the oi. ion that we intend to omit shareholder proposal and statements in

support thereof subflntted by As You Sow on behalf of the Park Foundation and number of

additional co-proponents from the proxy materials for our upcoming annual meeting and requested

the staffs concurrence with such omission We submit the supplemental information below to

respond bnefiytO the letter to the staff dated February 272012 from proponents counsel Sanford

Lewis

Information is wideh available The submission by proponents counsel consistmg of

nearly 50 pages ofdetailed information culled from publicly-available sources effectrvely

demonstrates the extent to which ecteuswe information concerning oil and gas production operations

in the United Statesisalready availÆble Substant at impiementationutlarRnt 144ilO4oes
not depend solcly onactigns lakcnby the company pwposamayaho bc rendered moot by

matters outside the Companys control such as legislative developments court decisions busmess

challenges and supervening corporate evcnts See Ecbange Act Release No 125989 SEC Dock

1030 10351976 The information already available not only through ExxonMobils website and

publications but fromothePindustry governmental and public infOrmatiOn sources is more than

adequate to meet the proposals request for disclosure that informs sharcholdersif the short and

longterm risksrelated to hydtaulic fracttiring
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Imniomentation of the oroposil does not reonire bkblv detailed local

Informing ExxonMobil shareholders ofrisks related to hydrauc fracturing does not require

inundating them with vast amounts of highly detailed local information Such an approach would be

inconsistent with the proponents own supporting statement which expressly calls lbr report to

summarize the requested information The many individual items cited in counsels submission

including examples of adverse operating events disputes involving particular cites local water use

challenges and local regulatory political and community concerns do not illustrate any material

risks that ExxonMobils disclosures do not already address As explained in mcie detail in our letter

of January 23 ExxonMobil has already informed shareholders of the need for sound operating

practices in natural gas production as well as the existence of important issues concerning

regulatory restrictions local political and community concerns water availability and management

and other short- and long-term risks associated with hydraulic fracturing Such disclosure includes

illustrative examples Expanding our disclosure to include an extensive catalogue of highly detailed

information none of which is material to ExxonMobils consolidated financial position or results

ofoperations would mislead shareholders by wrongly implying that the risks related to hydraulic

fracturing are materially greater than the many operating risks we manage in other areas ofour

business every day

Governmental enforcement actions Proponents counsel takes exception to the statement

in our January23 letter that we have not experienced any governmental enforcement actions relating

to hydraulic fracturing citing NOVs and similar matters from the Pennsylvania DEP and other

sources involving our affiliate XTO Energy

Hydraulic fracturing is specific procedure by which hydraulic pressure is used to fracture

impermeable hydrocarbon-bearing rocks The fissures thereby created allow oil and gas molecules

that would otherwise be trapped in the rocks to migrate into wall bore and be produced Long

experience by industry with hydraulic fracturing has shown the process to be extremely safe and free

from adverse incidents Proponents counsel conflates enforcement actions involving hydraulic

fracturing itself of which we continue to be aware of none with actions involving related

infrastructure surface equipment and tanks drilling fluid handling facilities waste and production

handling facilities surface impoundment structures surface air emission controls well casings and

completions and reservoir maintenance practices But the same kinds of infrastructure with the

same kinds ofrisks arc used in nearly all onshore oil and gas wells whether such wells utilize

hydraulic fracturing or not Presenting the common infrastructure risks ofoil and gas production as

ifsuch risks were specific to hydraulic fracturing would significantly overstatà the risk profile of that

procedure
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Conclusion Accurate and effective risk disclosure to investors must take account of both

the specific information provided and the Øontext or total mix ofinfonnation available

ExxonMobil is global integrated company engaged in all phases of the oil and gas busines Our

operations include exploring for oiL and gas developing and producing oil and gas using wide

variety of technologies including conventional and unconventional onshore developments as well as

conventional and deep-water offshore developments and oil sands mintngj transportation of oil and

gas and the manufacture and sale ofrefined petroleum products and petrochemicals We have been

in the energy business for over 120 years and currently do business in over 200 countries around the

world We operate in environments ranging from the harshest deserts to the Arctic to the deep

seafloor In the course of this business the company flices risks including not only changes in law

but changes in government and civil and regional wars not only regulatory restrictions and

moratoria but national embargoes and expropriations not only the daily challenges of conducting

safe operations but natural disasters global and regional recessions and rapid technological changs

Within the context of this global integrated business and the many kinds of risks inherent in it

we believe our current disclosure appropriately informs shareholders ofthe shod- and long-term

risks associated with hydraulic fracturing while also not overstating such risks As explained in

more detail in our January 23 letter such disclosure substantially implements each element ofthe

proposal and the proposal may therefore be omitted from our proxy material under Rule 14a3ilO

If you have any questions or require additional information please contact me directly at

972444.1478 In my absence please contact Lisa Boric at 972444-1473

Sincerely

James Earl Parsons

JEP/jep

Enclosures

cc-w/enc

Elizabeth Ising Gibson Dunn Crutcher LLP

Michael Passoff As You Sow

Sanford Lewis Esq
Rev SØamusFmn Missionary Oblates of Mary lmmaculatà

Constance Kane Unitariwi.Unlversaiist Service Committee

Thnothy Smith Walden Asset Management
Sr. Susan Mika OSB Benedictine Sisters Boerne Texas

Ann Krnmbo1tz The Brainerd Foundation



SANFORD LEWIS ATTORNEY

AAFebruary 272012

Via electronic mail

Office of Chief Counsel

Division of Corporation Finance

U.S Securities and Exchange Commission

100 StreetN.E

Washington D.C 20549

Re Shareholder Proposal submitted to Exxon Mobil regarding natural gas and

hydraulic fracturing by Park Foundation

Ladies and Geit1emen

The Park Foundation the Proponent is the beneficial owner of common stock

of Exxon Mobil the Company The As You Sow Foundation has submitted

shareholder proposal the Proposal to the Companyon behalf of the Proponent have

been asked by the Proponent to respond to the no action request letter dated January 23

2012 sent to the SecuritiesandExcbange Commission by James Parsons on behalf of

the Company The Company contends that the Proposal may be excluded from the

Companys 2012 proxy statement by virtue of Rule 14a-8iXlO substantially

implemented

have reviewed the Proposal as well as the letter sent by the Company Based

upon the foregoing as well as the relevant rule it is my opinion that the Proposal is not

excludable by virtue of the rule.A copy of this letter is being emailed concurrently to

James Parsons

summary and analysis follows

P0 Box 231 Amherst MA 010044231 sazifordlewis@gmail.com

413 549-7333 ph. 781 207-7895
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SUMMARY

The Proposal requests
that the Company issue report to investors on the short and

long-term risk to the companys operations finances and gas exploration associated with

community concerns known regulatory impacts moratoriums in public opposition to

hydraulic fracturing and related natural gas development In its supporting statement the

Proposal further specifies that such report should

minmum summarize for the prior two fiscal years with regard to hydraulic

fracturing and related infrastructure

any substantial community opposition to the companys maintenance orexpansion

of particular operations such as permitting and drilling

government enforcement actions including allegations of violations

total aggregate government fines on an annual basis

facility shutdown orders license suspensions or moratoriums on licensing

exploration or operations

On forward-looking basis the report should identify

communities where substantial oppositionto permitting or driiling or

maintenance or expansionof operations is anticipated

financial or operational risks to particular operations facilities and plans from

proposed federal or state laws or regulations including moratoriums on fracking

any limitations which regional water supply or waste disposal issues mayplace on

operations or expansion

In the event of uncertainty about probabilities or outcomes the report should at

jiinimumdescribetheworst-casescenarioandtheextentofuncertainties

The Company asserts that its policies practices and procedures compare favorably with the

guidelines of the proposaLBut in contrast to the above guidelines the Company has provided

fragmentary and incomplete information on some of the community concerns and restrictions

that it faces has failed to disclose government enforcement actions as requested by the

proposal and has disclosed little ifany analysis useful to investors on the short and long term

risks posed by these developments See summary table on next page
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Analysis of Exxon MobWs Existing Reporting

Al ilnst the Guidelines of the Proposal

Topic Requested In Proposal XOM Reporting XOM Omissions

Risk from any substantial Company reports on some Company omits many other

community opposition or concerns community opposition opposition incidents and contexts

relevant to facilities and operatiom

Government enfoecement actions Cc sseats no violations from Fails to address enforcement in

including allegations of violations hydraulic fracturing while areas targeted by Piuposal which

omitting array of violations from refers to hydraulic fracturing and

related natural gas development relatednatural gas devekipment.lt

also refers to related

jnfrastruchan.Extcnsive notices of

violation identified inPesmsylvauia

unknown in other states

Total aggregate government fines Limited disclosure ofpenalties No aggregate disclosure of

onan annual basis penalties

Facility shutdown ordes license Company mentions impacts in Company fails to provide analysis

pensions ajMrjums on single town where it has had of impact of numerous US local and

licensing exploration or operations material problems and lists some state and international eflortsto

moratoriums in one speech ban or place moratoriums includingpI areas of large holdings such as

Marcellus Shale

Companys rationale for limited

disclosure that other opposition is

not material to its investors because

the opposition does not impede the

Companys overall business is

inentwiththethxustand

gidelines of the proposal which

seeks profile of any substantial

impacts and risks to facilities

exploration and operations

regardless ofwhetber they currently

poseamaterialrisktotheoverall

Communities where opposition is None identified No reporting on this topic

anpated
Financial oroperational risks to Generic disclosure of regulatory Impact of numerous impending

particular operations facilities and risk regulatory programs and of various

plans fromproposed federal or state moratoriums is not analyzed

laws or regulations mcluding

moratoriums

Any limitations from regional Company reports on water Company fills to address

water supply or waste disposal recycling measurei in one area limitations regarding water and

issues on operations or expansion waste entirely Significant

limitations omitted in Texas and

elsewhere No disclosure of waste

related limitations

SUMMARY
The Company has failed to report consistent

with the thrust and guidelines of the Proposal
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ANALYSIS

The Company asserts that ithas met the purposes and guidelines of the Proposal However

reviewing the elements of the proposal itemby item it is apparent that the Company has not

provided sufficient information on the core issues of the proposal

The Companys letter states that

the Company has taken mnnerousstepr topravide bbnnation ta shareholders

and the gen eral public on the Companys Jydraulicfrac1wing operations
and

associated environmental concerns.. This bfonnation can be found in several

locations including the Companys website other webs ites that the Company

sponsors and in case study on natural gas andhydraulicfraciwingcontainedin

the Companys 2010 annual CoipomteCitizenship Repor4 the Companys primaiy

report on environmental and similar issues.3

The Companys letter references the Companys website page on Hydraulic Fracturing its

website entitled About Natural Gas its 2010 Corporate Citizenship Report and ablog post

called Facts on the hydraulic fracturing process as proof that the company has provided

shareholders with information on the Companys hydraulic fracturing operations and

associated community concerns

The Hydraulic Fracturing web page and the 2010 Corporate Citizenship Report mention some

of the community concerns uch as flshwater use themigration of gases and hydraulic

fracturing additives to groundwater orto the surface and the handling of by-products as

concerns of stakeholders It also discusses mitigation measures being deployed by the

company such as minfrnitng the amount of fluid additives needed to be safe and effective

However the reporting of the Company does not fulfill the core thrust and request of

the Proposal to provide an analvs of short-term and long-term risks to Exxon Mobil

operations finances and gas exploration associated with community concerns In some

instanceS information provided is misleading in other instances it is materially

incomplete and fragmentary

Proposal element Reporting on substantial conununity opposition

For instance the Proposal requests report on any substantial community opposition to the

companys maintenance or expansion of particular operations However the Companys

reporting only highlights afew examples of community opposition and neglects many other

substantial instances It does not describe which operations are affected by community
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opposilion.nor
the long or short-term effects of that opposilion for instance whether assets

maybe idled or other costs imposed on the company

The Companys letter asserts

The Company website contains discussion about opposition to hydraulic

fracturing inchding opposition hi Southiafre Texar which re srulted in the denial of

two well site permitsfor the ConçianyssubsidiaryJIOEneigylnc The Company

willfuiherdirclose anyfluture convmmlty opposition oracpatedcommwzity

opposition that it believes to be material to its investors The Company bar detennined

that the opposition it cuirently experiences oran1icpates Lr not material to its

investors because the opposition does not impede the Companys overall business

The Companys letter also references speech by Jack Willinnis President of XIX Energy in

the speech Williams describes the issue in summary form

It liar become commonplace to seepress articles stating that another city state

province orcountly has either placed moratorium on hydraulicfracuring or

banned if New Yorkstate Pittslnugh Quebec Fmnce Gennany and South 4frIca to

name afew

He then goes onto describe SINGLE impact of all of this activity on the company

In Apri4.XTO e.xperienced our own setback in the city ofSouthlake Th Ourplan was

to develop three sites in the area and connect them with one ppeline We presented

our plan along with data on the economic benefits the project wouldprovide to the

city

The opposition thougl provedthatfear-basedpropaganda could win over the City

Two ofthe well sites were denie4 making the project economically unfearible And

more than 5200 lessors wont receive royalties The City now has temporasy

moratorium on the issuance ofnew permits.1

Other than the Southiake example that speech does not analyze the impacts from an ever

increasing number of communities and even state agencies in the United States and abroad

that have mobilized to protest and oppose permits for the companys wells and have also

successibily obtained bans or moratoriums that affect Exxon oil and
gas

leases and

exploration One would be unable to ascertain from the companys publications how seriously

the opposition
is impacting its shale gas development

Williams June 142011 Shale Ga The Keys to Unlocking its Fully Potential Speech delivered at the Society

of Pelroleuin Engineers Unconventional Gas Conference in Houston Texas http//www.Exxon

Mobil coinKorpoente/news_speeches.2OIlO6i4Jwllliams.aspx
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While the.speech intimates that opposition is ganing foothold worldwide the Companys

10K assertion and determination that the opposition it cwrenty experiences or anticipates is

not material to its bnestors because the opposition does not impede the Companys overall

business raises more questions than it answers It does not provide an analysis orpictum

requested by the Proposal to allow investors to understand the extent to which the groundswell

of opposition is affecting or may affect particular facilities or operations. Instead it veils this

infonnation behind the determination that the opposition
does not impede the Companys

ovemil business This could be construed various ways for instance that shale gas is too

small portion of the business that the company expects to prevail against the local

opposition or that the company is able to work around areas of opposition Without the level

of detail regarding the impact of areas of opposition on company operations requested by the

proposal this general statement leaves investors in the dark Instead of providing an ability for

investors to understandthe lay of the land this overarching statement poses likelihood that

only after opposition impedes particular operations will the company treat them as material

and engage in disclosure

Assertion that no other opposition has materially impacted the Companys business veils

wide-ranging impacts and risks of interest under the proposaL Perhaps what one can conclude

from this disclosure is that the Southiake siluation is already deemed to be material by the

Company But the throat of the Proposals guidelines is not geared towani disclosure of only

those individual instances where the company has already concluded that they are material

but providing longer view and profile of the contexts in which company operations are at

risk from existing oremerging opposition

The Companys superficial disclosures do not fulfill the guidelines of the Proposal to disclose

the scope and breadth of opposition from local to state to national levels and how it may
affect its operations For example in New York State there has been widespread opposition

throughout the state One of the largest rallies occurred in January2012 The event at the

Capitol drew hundreds of anti-flacking protestors who gathered to ask New York Governor

Cuomo to ban hydraulic fracturing in the state.2

In November2011 public hearings were held by the New York Department of Environmental

Conservation DEC to gather public input on its Environmental Jmpact Statement for high-

volume hydraulic fracturing of the Marcellus Shale The meetings drew 6000 attendeà and

standing room only crowds both upstate and downstate Drilling opponents visibly

outnumbered supporters at the Sullivan County and NYC hearings and The Wall Street

Journal reported that opponents outnumbered supporters by to at large hearing in

Binghamton.3

Dewitt Jan 232012 nti-Fracking rally draws hundreds to Capitol WXII News

htipJ/wuinews.oapost/anli-fracking-rafly-draws-hundreds-capito1

Crean Feb 72012 Is the DEC prepared fodiyaulic fracturing Gothain Gazette

httpf/ww.gotbamgazette.comrint/3680bttpJIwww.gothaingazette.conilprint/368O
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While these particular protests and meetings were not directed solely at ExxonXTO there

maybe significant ramifications on Exxon-XTOs plans to develop wells on leases that it has

already purchased in New York State The effects and risks for the Company have not been

articulated ordescrilied as requested in the Proposal

Exxon has been hnpactedbycpposilion to its natural gas operations in other countries but its

reporting does not document those impacts Exxon holds six shale gas exploration licenses

in Germany covering 3.2 million acre4 The company has reportedly already invested

$100 million to drill five exploratory wells In Lower Saxony and one In North Rhine

Westphalla.5 According to UPI Public opposition is derailing ExxonMobils hunt for shale

gas in Germany. In abidto defuse fearsover fiacking Exxon Mobil has iriedto engage

local advocacy groups via open roundtable cliscussitma irs not expected to silence the

opposition anytime soon In March2011 North Rliine-Westphalias state government

imposed moratorium on shale gas drilling following pressure
from environmental activists

In the Lower Saxony town of Lünne there have been protests against Eüons use of

hydraulic fracturing and calls for moratorium on drilling activities there too Lilnnes mayor

Franz Schoppe has responded to the protests insisting there must be thorough review of the

shale gas extraction process.7

On the German national level following large-scale protests against the Companys shale

gas pilot projects
in North Rbine-Westphalia and Lower Saxony Environment Minister

Norbert
Rottpn

ordered review into the environmental impact of shale gas production

in Germany

To summarize the above the extent of community opposition is both broader than

the Companys minimal reporting would lead investors to perceive and poses mere

concrete financial impacts and risks on the Companys operations and facilities

than the Companys scant disclosures would Imply Therefore the request for

disclosure of substantial community opposition and associated risks is not

substantially Implemented by the Companys reporting

Proposal element Government enforcement actions

When it comes to reporting of government enforcement actions including allegations of

violations the Companys letter provides misleading characterization of the lack of

Smith June25 2011 XTOEnerj acquisition pays off for Exxon Mobil Star-Telegram httpifwww.star

teiegramc2Oi16P25/317846VxtOenergy.aCqUisitiofl-pays-off.htm1stOrylinkcpy

Sept 152011 Gernianys shale gas potential threatened by environmental opposition Natural Gas Europe

b/hvwwiiatura1gaseuropecom/germanys-sha1e-gaS-pOtenlia1-threatefled

6Nicola April 132011 Public slows Exxons German shale gas bid UPL

http.f/www.upi.com/BusinessNews/Energy.ResourceSt2011/04/l3/Publio-slows.Exxons.German-shalega

bid/UPI-70281302709161/

Sept 152011 Germanys shale gas potential threatened by environmental opposition Natural Gas Europe

hftpJIwwwnatwalgaseurope.óomJgexmanys-sha1egas-potential-threatened

Sept 152011 Gennanys shale gas potential threatenedby environmental opposition Natural Gas Europe

htww.nathralgaserope.com/germanys-shale-gas-potentiaUhreatened
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enforcement actions and does not even altenpt to respond to the request for reporting of

allegations

The Company asserts that it has had no violations related to hydraulic fracturing It has

asserted so either enoneously or by narrowing the scope of incidents and operations lelevant

to the request The Companys letter asserts that The Company has not been subject to any

governmental fines facility shutdown orders or license suspensions related to hydraulic

fracturing and it is not aware of any govemnt enforcement actions against it related to

hydraulic fracturing

The Proposal requests reporting on hvdraulic fracturine and related Infrastructure In the

context of the proposal this includes the natural gas extraction process and wells enabled by

fracturing The pthposal requests two years of reporting on government enforcement

proceedings including aliegations of violations and annuilly aggregated penalties

In contrast to the Companys statement regarding lack of enforcement actions the Company

has been alieged to violate Pennsylvania laws in numerous instances with respect to the

management of fracked wells The Pennsylvania Department of Enviromnental

Protection DEP has database that allows the public to view companys violations

enforcement actionsagainst it and penalties assessed In contrast other states where

the company operates do not hae such accessible databases Therefore the following

analysis is fractional view of the extent to which enforcement activities are

underdisclosed by the Company

XTO Violation rate highest among Maitellus Shale drillers

Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection Oil and Gas Compliance Report
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As seen from the chart the number of

violatioite issued to XTO for allegedly

breaking Pennsylvanias oil and gas

rules has increased from 23 violations in

2009 to 81 violations in2Oll

In the pasttwo years JIm January

2010 and Februaiy 132012 XTO

operations in Pennsylvania were

inspected 70 times and Pennsylvania

Departhient of Environmental Protection

DEP enforcement staff found 156

violations The company was fined

total of $190000 for its infractions over

thattinie period

2012 report by PennEnvironment found that XTO ranked seventh in terms of the

number of alleged violations at Marcelius Shale wells in Pennsylvania between 2008 and

2011 Cabot Oil and Gas Corp had the most violations with 412 Chesapeake

Appalachia Chief Oil and Gas and Talisman Energy USA all had more than 300

violations while XTO had 163 over that time period Out of the larger companies

operating in the Marcellus Shale i.e companies with more than 10 Marcellus wells in

the state however XTO Energy had the highest rate of violations per well with an

average of three violations for every well it drllled This information on trends and

amounts of violations and alleged violations is the kind of Information that more

complete enforcement disclosure could provide to investors potentially allowing

comparative analysis of companies engaging in fracking and demonstrating areas

where this particular company is exposed to heightened risk associated with public

concerns regarding Hydraulic fracturing

XTO fines and enforcement actions

According to DEP guidance document the agency uses two types of enforcement

actions corrective actions and penalties Corrective actions include Notices of Violation

Administrative Conferences Administrative Orders and Equity Actions Penalty Actions

include Consent Assessment of Civil Penalty Civil Penalty or Criminal Penalty or Bond

Forfeiture.2

10 Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection Oil and Gas Compliance Report System Search January

2010 to February 132012 Company ITO Energy Inc Penalty information tallied from CACP penalties in the

downloaded spreadsheet

ii Peim EnvimnmentReseaiuh and Policy C.enter.Feb 82012.Risky Busines An Analysis ofMarcellus Shale Gas Drilling

ViolaticasinPennsylvania2008-2011

viabtians

20 2010 2011

12 Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection Updated June 252005 Enforcement Actions byDBPs Oil
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As mentioned above between January 12010 and Feb 132012 XIX was fined total of

$190000 for various.violations There were 33 enforcement actions taken on the 156

violations found during that lime period Enforcement actions included issuance of Notices of

Violation and Consent Assessments of Civil Penalty CACP The following is pailial list of

those actions

Enforcement Action April14 2011 XIX was fined $11653 for violating five

separate rules including discharge of pollutional materials to waters of the

Commonwealth and failure to properly store transport process or dispose of13
Enforcement Action April 52011 XTO was fined $5500 for discharge of

pollutional material to waters of Commonwealth DEP received complaint that Thb

Mill Run was cloudy and had aredcolor and also received phone call from the

operator stating that.a Bentonite release had occurred while boring wider the stream.14

According to the Western Pennsylvania Conservancy Tub Mill Creek is one of the

highest-quality watersheds in Western Pennsylvania yet no studies were done of the

fish andmacro-invertebmtespost-spilV5

Enforcement ActIon December 10 2010 The largestpenalty received by XTO in

Pennsylvania $150000 was assessed for impropercasing to protect fresh water

The violation occurred in late May 2010.16

Enforcement Action July 212010 XIX was fined $6750 for fracturing fluid

spill The inspection notes state that The valve on the frac tank was not sealed

properly and this resulted in release of aboat barrels worth of bc fluids to the

ground The open valve on the nBc tank allowed release of fluids that could be

classified as industrial waste.17

Enforcement Action November 16-19 2010 Eighteen Notices of Violation NOVs
were issued to XTO during this timeperiod including stream discharge of industrial

waste discharge ofpolluticnal materials to waters of the Commonwealth and

and Gas Management Program Document 550-4000.001 h//www.elibrary.dep.state.pa.us/dsweWGCt/DOCUIfleflt

48291/01%20550.4000-001.pdf

13 Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection Oil and Gas Compliance Report System Search Date

Inspected 5/28r2010 Operator XTO Energy This case is Enforcement ID 269513

14 Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection Oil and Gas Compliance Report System Search Date

Inspected 5/28/2010 OperatorXT0 Energy This case is Enforcement ID 269272

15 htqx// w.pittsbuliveconæ/pittsburghtricpiniOnfsj09798Jrtml

16 Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection Oil and Gas Compliance Report System Search Date

Inspected 5/28/2010 Operator ITO Energy This case is EnfórØementlD 265673

htJIwww.deprcpoices.state.pausIRepofller/PageS/RePOdViCX/OiLGaS/OG_COm$iaflce

17 Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection Oil and Gas Compliance Report System Search Date

Inspected Sf2712010 Operator XTO Energy This case is Enforcement ID 262367

hftw.deprcporerices.state.pa.us/RepOrtSeTerPageilRsportVieWer.aspZ1Oil_GaSIOG_C0mpl1
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pollution incident was not reported to DEP.8 All violations occurred on one site

Permit 081-20294 which is the Marquadt 8537H well.9

This last enforcement action is the only Pennsylvania violation that was disclosed by Exxon in

its Securities and Exchange SEC filings According to that filing

On November 29 2010 XTO Energy Inc receivedaNot ice ofViolation NO from

the Pennsylvania Department ofEnvirownentalPivtection PaDEP alleging that an

wpennineddischwgeofbrine orpvthcedfluidoccwTedfrom tank located at the

Marquan Welle inPenn Township Peimsylvania which diccharge reached

water of the State andthatlfOfailedto not jfr the PaDEP of the incident had litter

on thesite andfailed to post well pennit nwnbers and operator bfonnalion at the

well sit The NOYdoes not contain aspeciftcpenalydeman4 butXTO believec that

PaDEP may seek apenahv in excess of$100 thowiand20

No fine has yet been levied in the case.2 Exxon chose to disclose the potential of $100000

fine bet did not disclose the actual $150000 fine for methane migration that resulted in

XTO Violations that signal elevated risk forInvestors

In addition to the enforcement actions that led to penalties there were numerous other

violations found by DEP inspectors and Notices of Violations issued to CTO over the time

period Ofparticular concern are the violations that were related to defective insufficient or

improperly cemented casing

As mentioned further below in this section these types of problems have led to contamination

of residents water supplies hefty fines for natural gas operators and law suits against

So far only one of XTOs casing/cementing problems has resulted in penalty But as seen in

Tablel some of the cases have yetto be resolved

18 Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection Oil and Gas Compliance Report System Search Date

lnspecteØ fl116t2010 11/19-2010 OperatorXTO Energy

httpf/www4epreporvictate.pa.uilReportServer/PageRepodVieweraepx/Oil_Gas/OG_Compliance

19 Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection Well Inventory Search XTO Energy Search within results

for 081-20294

http-f/www.dthgservices.state.paus/RepoPagesReportviewetaspxil_Gas/opcrator_wel1jnve

ntory_By_Opuator

20 Exxon Mobil Annual report lO-KA filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission Filed Feb.28 2011

31

httpiIvw.sec.gor/Axchives/edgar/datat.enawuwr jyjiuqyqarwc.htmtoc94192_5

21 Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection Oil and Gas Compliance Report System Search Date

Inspectetk 11116t2010 11/19-2010 Operator xro Enàgy

http//www.depreportingservices.state.pa.us/ReportServer/Pages/ReportViewer.aspxXil_GasIOQCompliance
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Table Violations and methane migration related to casing and cementing problems

Eaforcenient Penalty Date

MUon

05/28/2010 063- 78.83G DW-R-h per casing topeotect fresh giniredwater NOVCACP 150000 7/9/2010

3682

12/21t2010 081- 78-5 -1nadeiatüfficinialfordyis1al1edccmoit NOV
2034 7-6 -Faihan to repoit defective insufficienl orimproperly cemented

casingwæn24hsnilnnit$antoccerectw/ln30days

12/21/2010 081- 78.-S bredeqonte insUfficient anor1lyinstaHedcanent NOV None

2027 7-6-Fa we to reixat defective innffi orüperlycnnented

casingwrm24hiscrsubinitplantocotiectwfin3odaysNoteThe

presence of methane In the 13 3/Si 9518 casing nannies

05/12/2011 037- 7-6Faderetoiepcetdefectivecimjxopez1ycemented 5/31/201

2000 casingwfin24brehesitplattoactwn30daysNote

BuIhiginthe20 13//S cu ga ithn Atthilinm there is no

methyoXrogend1cthiggasbthcbubbbng
evidence otdcfedlve cement

05/17/2011 081- 78.7 A-Op rshall psevcntgas and other fluith from lower NOV None

2029 fan ens finns entering fresh gmundwater

401C-S-Dischaeofpoilutionalniaterialtowatersof

Conmwealth.Note gas migration ion referto

conçIaintiD2l9S3S

This Is the ongolig Lycomrng migration case discussed in the text

06/82/2011 081- 78-6-Fa to repoet defective isufl1cieat orimpropuly cemented NOV None

2043 casingwin24Ius tploco n3OdaysNote Gas

foundandthepresence of methane hi hel3 3/8 x95JScasIng

nannies

06/872011 081- 76 -Failw defective 05 atneimwcper1y cemented None

2043 csingw/in24hsorsiitpIaatoconectven30daysNeteGas

found and thepresence of methane hi the 13318 95/Sensing

annuhia

624/20I1 035- 7-6 -F ilme defesufficicut cc improperly cemented None

2121 casngw/n24heccsideritplantoectn3odaysNote

Bubbling In the 20 133/8 casing annulus.M this time there is

nomethanØ or any other xygen depleting gas bat the bubbling is

evfdofectivecemcnt

07/7/2011 081- 78.-6-Failure to rq tdefective insu05cknt or improperly cemented None

2029 casingw 24 Ins orsubntitplan to correct w/ln 30 days Note

Defective Cement Gas found inthe annular space of 1he95/8x5 1/2

07/7/2011 081- 78.-6 -Faretortdethctivimpiupcrlyceanented None

2040 casingw/ln24hrsccsubnmitplantocoeiectwlln30 days Note

DefectheCementGasfixmdinthealmularspaceofthe95/8x5 1/2

cumg
07/7/2011 081- 78.6-Failuretoreportdefectivc fficientonqneper1ycerncn1ed

2029 casingw/in24hrscrsubmitplantocorrectw/in3Odays Note

DefediieCementG theaimularspaccofthe95/8 x5 1/2

casm
07/7/2011 081- 7-6-Fal1wmportdintivcinsufficientoriuiproper1ycaniented

None

2029 cuingwhitplantoconectwfiü3odaysNote
DefediveCement Gas found inthe aimularspaceofthe9 5/8x5 1/2

07/7/2011 081- 78.-6-Faihnetorepoddefectiveinsufficicntorimproperlyccanented None

2030 casing w/ln 24 his or submit.plan to correct w/in 30 days Note
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DefectIve Cement Gufoundhithe annu1arase ofthe95/8x5

ltlcasing

07/0712011 081- 78.-6 -Failwetorepcstdefºctive o1iupcc1y cemented None

2040 casingwfin24hmlnnitplmtocontw/in30daysNote

DedveCementGshaidIntheamui1arspaceofthe95x5 1/2

casing

07/112011 081- 78.-6-FalhnnorepcctdefectveimfficiezoriOpceIyceifluitCd
None

2028 casingwfin 24 bra cesulmætplanto correctw/ln 30 days Note

DefectIve Cement Gas fluid bribe annular aceoCthe9 5/8x5 112

07/1112011 081- 7-6Paetorepoetdefectivfficieiociniar1yCemanted None

2049 casingw/n24hrs tplantocorrectwdln30thys Note

Defective Cement Gas Ibend in the annular space of the 958 x5 112

07/1112011 081- 78.6Failrcioiportdeectivsifficientodnipropa1ycemented

2053 casingw/n24bswnniitp1eatoccrrectwfin30 days Note

DefeckveCementGasflamdintheannularspaoeoIhe9 518x5 1/2

casm
1212 081- 7-6-Fa torepoct defective hufflciencrinxopcdycemented NOV None

112011 2034 casingwfin 24h sor itplmitocoivectw/in3O days Note gas In

vent pIpe

020812012 065- 601.1-1 -O 0Act223-GenemL Used only wheca specific OG None

2697 Act codec motbe med Note Paihuet iolify Departmn of

cement not circulated toswfeceesz suthce casing

There have also been numerous violations issued toXrO fbr spills 16 spillsand evidence of

poor practices such as failure to control erosion 13 violations

As noted in the table above XTO is the subject ofan ongoing Pennsylvania Department of

Environmental Protection DEP investigation relating to methane migration in Lycoming

County On May 172011 the DEP received report of bubbling well water at home about

2300 feet from pad where X1O Energy drilled and hydraulically fractured three wells The

gas pad was identified as the Moser site The
aqncy

then received report
about bubbling

water along 50-yard section of Muncy Creek By June 16 DEP hadfound methane gas in

total of five water wells in Lycommg County.24 On June 17 it was reported that seven water

wells were contaminated.25

The company voluntarily ceased operations in the county provided water well owners with

potable water vented the wells with 6-inch PVC pipe to prevent the buildup of gas and began

screening other residential wells According to the Wilhamsport Szm-Gaee XFO

22Focexample crO had 13 violations ofrute 102.4-Faihueto acce ted emaionlES plan maintain

ES controls Failure to stabilire siteira itotals eres$rsntkaiunOGA Sec 206cXdViclation IDs 590451598652

598632599922603090603071609456623562353l623532625429 627329ad62330PennsylvaniaDepaxtment

of Environmental Protection Oil and Gas CamplianeeReport System SC thDatenspected 01/0112010-12131-2011

OpaOEnar
1iupihww.dqortingscrvices.statepa.usortSevagesReportVieaspx/O1I_GasG_Compliance

23 Thompson June 162011 water wells stream contaminated by methane Wllliamsport Sun-Gazette

http//wwsnngazette.comagnfcontentdetaWW565249htm1

24June17 2011 PA officials examine report of gas in wells The Associated Press

http-f/ww.bunessweekcomJap/flnancia1newilD9IfMYD00.htm

25 June 17.2011 PA officials examine report of gas in wells The Associated Press

hnp//www.businessweek.comaiilflnancialnews/D9NTMPDOO.htm
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spokesperson JeffieyNeu stated that When we do this were not saying were

responsible...Were doing this as gQ4 jgin26

Nea also said methane was in water samples that the company collected within 4000 feet of

some of its Lycoming County well sites before it began drilling but he was unsure as to

whether XTO took samples from water wells near the drilling site in question

According to Daniel Spadoni spokesperson for DEP the agencys investigation

includes isotopic testing to determine lithe gas originated from shallow formation or

the deeper shale formation

XrO was issued aNolice of Violation for discharge ofpoflulional material to waters of

Commonwealth and for allowing fluids from lower formations to enter fresh groundwater

and as of Februaiy 152012 the DEP investigation was still ongoing3

Exxons disclosure documents do not mention this methane migration investigation But this

is the type of enforcement action that the Proposal asked the Company to include in its report

Nor does the company disclose any potential financial risk to the company from this

investigation and from the various enforcement actions

If found culpable for contaminating drinking water wells in Lycoming County XTO could

face substantial regulatory fines and legal challenges Cases of methane migration causing

contamination have garnered some of the largest fines ever issued by the DEP Exxon has

failed to substantially address the issue of methane contnminntion in its reporting

In contrast to the minimal disclosures related to spills that the company references in its

response letter and its 10Kreport amore detailed reporting of allegations of violations

consistent with the Proposal would show multiple Exxon spill episodes Pennsylvania does not

26 Thompson June 162011 waterwells stream contaminated by methane Wilhiamsport Sun-Gazetts

http-J/www.saugazeUe.com/page/contentdeailhid565249.htni1

27 June 172011 PA officials examinereport of gas in wells The Associated Press

httpJ/www.businessweekccm/ap/flnancia1news/D9NTh4PDOO.htm

28 Thompson June 162011 water wells stream contaminated by methane Williamspoit Sun-Gazette

http//www.sungazette.copage/contentdetailfid/565249.html

29 PennsyLvania Department of Environmental Protection Oil and Gas Compliance Report System Search Date

Inspecteth 5122010 Operator XTO Energy limis case is Enforcement II 274602

huw4poringservicesstate.ps.uRepoxtServer/Pages/ReportViewer.aspx/Oil_Gas/OG_Compliance

30 Feb 152012 Pers Communication between Lisa Sumi and Daniel Spadoni of the Pennsylvania Department of

EnvironmentaLProtection

31 In May2011 DEPissueda$900000 fine the largest in DEP history to Chesapeake Energy for improperly casing

and cementing its wells which led to methane contamination in 16 families drinking water supplies.Hrin May

182011 DEPflnesChesapeake $LIM for violations Chesapeake and DEP come to agreement The Daily

Review httpr//thedailyreview.comnewsIdep-flnes-thesapeake-1-1m-for-vioWionschesapeake-and-dep-come-to-

agreement-I .1148316 InApril 2010 Cabot Oil and Gas was fined $240OOO and the company was ordered to

pennanently shut three gas wells for falling to fix defective well casings that discharged natural gas into

groundwater and contaminated the drinking water of 14 homes Hurdle AprIl 152010 UPDATh -Cabot Oil

top13 Marcellus gas wells pay fine Reuters httpilwwwzeutem.comfartlclet20llM4/15/cabotoil-

idUSSGE63EOK62OIOO4I5
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keep spills database So the only publicly accessible data on spills are those that show up in

the compliance reportsystem By amining the violations in the database it appears that there

have been at least 16 spi11s between January 12010 and Deember 312011 These are

shown in Table2

Table XTO Spills and releases in Pennsylvania 2010 _2011.32

DPWflON PERMIT COUNIY EPECflV VIOLATION CGin VIOLATION ENFC4tCEMT

DATE VL4TIOI COMMENT CODE

HW22011 063-32083 1nd Attheeofiiipecdm 9134A-PeIote NOV-Notice of

neaoapactively all nsonia eSeasto ViolationbIem Ebdnpis
dRiopoiWpdtion

0W17f2011 081-20293 Lycceang PO8IdIonWat.PIU 756l-Pmandtka Spill
of

abcid20gaIzqxatcd nctcuctuIwh p.âducedwat

Lcap.djrk ontoped.

062t201l 129-28380 WImoie- Ssvwoniaanpceae 7854 -Palbueteprcpcdy NOV -Notice of

land k-ofabrioe croIorpoaecf Violation

spiHonthepoL

prevdpa1
wattsaofthc

O5l42O11 NoPecok Atsund I0L22-Folbueto NOV-No4iceof

Niunberin aImigBypua8eCeth adtievep... Violation

System Rcadfllacbergsbegan steb8ionofeaith

nebelagthe banccacthi

tTbcemg
wiccn
obeavaanecfthc

047t2011 129-27952 Wcctinotcl Fcece 78.561-Pitandtanb NOV -Notice

and tithw .ovflowhsg notconiuctedwith Violation

ce5owdlpeLRembsoI suffiticetcapaclyte

empiwdevstnd coat

lcvdsceMagneolwn

CaTDS

04106f2011 081-20224 Lyconung 3O1CSL-Stemn SWMA
dlaigeoflWiacksks 6018501do8 thDgmud

lilusiwsute

4thsrgeto

0W512011 081-20287 Lyccnmig 7S61-PksI 78.56aDrilI

nbuctedwllh rad/eattigs

sufficisatcapacitylo seground
Notond

substem

12/18P2010 081-20402 Lyconlig Mlnesalspiri1songronid 7834-Faihxetopcopcdy

control ordispese of

wastctopiaveastpotioa

the

32 Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection Oil and Gas Compliance Report System Search Inspection

Date Jan 12010 to Dec 31.2011 Operator XTO Energy

hftww.depothngserviceSstate.pausfRepoftSewer/PagesibeportViewer.aspx/Oil_GaS/OQComPliaUcC
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11/1612010 081-20294 Lyccsmng 4OICSL-Disdexgcof NOV-Nctkeof

pdkkanlnnte.Wte Violadon

watnsofCcak

11Y2612010 081-20300 Lyconung 401 L.DJc NOV-No6oec

pnmteWk Violadon

watecoComoonwea8h

1GIW2010 081-20294 Lyconong ...co1theaason SWMA3OI ..FzeIo

gonaadpithaabolesin ysiecot
1in IZOCnucoIePOeSCCa

08l/2010 129-28076 Weslinote- ...iithdThbMIll 401L-D.thagaot NOV -Ncice

mod R2mwasdoudyandhada p-.-Il1IG Vioion

codcotc..Bs WatuscfCananomegIL

documadw4e

bednguathaeai

05/2712010 081-20196 Lycenung JC.081-20196 inoi cli 3OICSL-Suann SWM NDV-Nodceof

odbadrrelacledb J...of1Wbubdcs 6018.301 oil Viomoon

gmnupotoddar auigaolibino andflowbe

phdiontoPawar odfrik aniikialwutc

cbargcte

051272010 081-20224 Lymng JC-081-20224imsp 3OICSL-Slenn SWMA NOV-NoIicec

nwdreleasedto ddoflWbu1uJno 6018.301 Viomoon

nuffcr dæflodngsoiIboioe libogund

pcHutiontoPawataa andfk iwaae
sthaegeto

0527/2010 129-28075 Westinote spliIcr5bends 78.S6PffOJSt ..edeaseof NOV -Notice

lund wcsthof Sac thzi dial abcg5liencts Violation

cacapedaunafiuclok weathoffiac

becunscthCvalvcwaaaot flitithiothe

02t22f2010 081-20196 Lyconung spnbucliodydiad 601.101 -O0Act223- CSL4O2a NOV -Notice of

up GoacaLUsedcalywhon spllofduflhig Vicistion

aacidcOGActcocla nuad
conotbeusod pcteotW8x

At least two of these spills contaminated water In November2010 4275-gallon produced

water spill in Pennsylvania polluted an unnamed
tributa

to Sugar Rim and spring Two

private water wells were also contaminated by the spilL 3This spill does not appear to be in

the database And earlier that month xro spilled bentonite into Tub Mill Creelc which is

considered priority watershed because of its richness in aquatic life

Violations and enforcnient actions in otherstates

Most state oil and gas agencies do not have publicly accessible databases of violations

enforcement actions and penalties like the Pennsylvania DEPs Compliance Report System

So without disclosure by the Company of penalties and allegations of violations by other oil

33 Donlin Dec 15 2010 Cleanup continues at Penn Township spill site Wilhiamsport Sun Gazette

httpf/wjgazettc.comage/contàitdetailM/55766M1eafluP-cOntinUeS-at-Peflfl-TOWflSbiP-SPil1-

site.htm1nav50ll

34 Phmner Nov 42010 Texas
drilling company cited for dumping waste Pittsborgh Tribune Live

http/Iwww.pittsbugb1ive.conilxittsburghtrib1news/westlnorelandfs_707625.htm1
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and
gas agencies as requeedby the Proposal there is no way for shareholders to know the

full extent of the cost of non-compliance incuiTed by the Company in most states where it has

natural gas operations Instead the information available is much more fragmentary

New Mexico

The Company has itself disclosed that on October 2011 XTO paid $421000 for air

quality violations More than 380 compressor engines lacked required notices of intent

to emit air pollutants The notices are needed for comprssor engines that exceed 10 tons

of air
llutants per year.35 This penalty was reported in Exxons Sept 2011 10-Q

filing However complete record of enforcement actions and notices ofviolation

leading up to and following that penalty as would be appropriate under the terms of the

Proposal has not been disclosed by the Company

Texas

The Texas Environmental Quality doe not have database of violations on its website In

order to obtain this inforrnation citizens must purchase listing ofpemt violations that

occuried during specified timeperiod.37

The Railroad Commission of Texas RRC does not have detailed information on oil md gas

violations but it does have database that can be searched for actions that have been taken to

stop production at oil and gas leases Unlike many other states the RRC has the abilityto stop

production at oil and gas well leases when operators are out of compliance with rules The

RBC does this by issuing severances orby sealing wells When these severancesfseals are

issued operators are required by law to halt production from the offending wells or leases

Between January 12010 and December 312011 XTO was issued severance letters for 188

leases and Exxon was issued 37 severances As Thr as we could discern the Companys lost

revenues from these shut-in wells was not accounted for explicitly in its 10-K SEC filing for

2010 disclosure report that met the guidelines of the Proposal could go further to show

the financial risk and impact of these enforcement actions

35 Oct 62011 XTO pays $421000 for air quality violations New Mexico Business Weekly

htww.bi7joukcoalbuquerquehanvS/2011/l0/06/XtO-pays-42I000-for-Æir-qualitYidfld

36 With respect to matter previously reported in the Coeporations Form 10-Q for the second quarter of2Oll on

October 42011 XTO Energy Inc XTO without admitting any facbial or legal allegations and the New Mexico

Environment Department NMED agreed to settlement for XTOs alleged violations of the New Mexico Air

Quality Control Act and implementing regulations for failure to obtaill appropriate permits or registrations for

coinpresscr engines and other equipment located atXro operating sites within the state XIX is in the process of

applying for and obtaining appute permits and registrations for its equipment The settlement through

Stipulated Final Compliance Order requires XIX to pay NMED $421340 to resolve the matter

Exxon Mobil Corporation Form l0-Q For the Quarterly Period Ended Sept 30 201 Filed with the Securities and

Exchange Commission

http//www.sec.gov/Archiveiledgaildatil34o88/000119312511294424/d232655d10q.btnlwtWo

37TexasCommissiononEnvimnmentalQualityWebsite.TCEQDataClearinghouse.NoticesofViolation

http//ww.tceq.texas.gov/adininservices/data/data.htniltypes

38 Exon Mobil Annual report lO-KA ified with the Securities and Exchange Commission Filed Feb 282011
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Texas does not have publicly accessible database on violations and penalties so it is not

possible to determine the extent of the Companys regulatory infractions in the state Some

details on XIXoil and gas
violations and fines appear in media reports and from landowner

accounts

Enforcement Action November 302010 On this date the Company agreed to pay $17250

in fines to the Railroad Commission of Texas for failing to properly report plugging

procedures it used on the OConnor wells

Additional amcernsblowouts and welt control failures

Safety issues continue to be concern to residents living close to natural gas facilities There

have beenseveral high-profile incidents in the past several years that have intensified citizens

concerns about well blowouts For example in June2010 well owned by EOG Resources in

Clearfield County Pennsylvania blew out The well spewed gas and drilling fluid 75 feet into

the air for 16 bouts before crews were able toixing itunder controL4 And inApril2OI l.a

Chesapeake Energy well in Bradford County Pennsylvania blew out while the well was being

hydraulically fractured releasing thousands of gallons of flacturing chemicals onto nearby

farm field and into tributary of the Susquehnnna River and forcing the evacuation onearby

families.51

In 2009 and 2010 the Railroad Commission of Texas documented five XIX blowouts in those

years Two of them led to the evacuation of nearby residents The following information is

from the Railroad Commission of Texas on XTOs blowouts42

l2/8t2010 Elvin Barnett Well Well kióked during drilling Closed BOPs but they

did not hold According to news reports gas sprayed into the air and voluntary

evacuation was ordered for quarter mile radius around the area and classes at

Community Center were delayed.43

.5/21/2010 Sibley Estate Well After drilling out the plug the well came in blowing

gas over the derrick crown The BOPs were shut in but failed

4/8/2010 University BIk Well 2H Packer got stuck in BOP
10/26/2009 New Horizons Well Leaking packer was being snubbed out of the well

when the tubing parted and well blew out

39 McClure Feb 12011 Exxon wins again Vjfl oil field sabotage case American Statesman

htww.statesman.comhews/locaI/exxonwins-again-in-oil-field-sabotage-case-ll296O5i1tml

40 Barnes July14 2010 drillers fined for Pennsylvania gas well blowout Pittsburgh Post Gazette

hnww.post-pzettc.ccang/1O195/lO72546-454.stm

41 Legere April 212011 After blowout most evacuate families return to their homes in Badford County

Times-Tribune http.llthetimes.tribune.comhws/after-blowout-most.evacuated-famllies-return4O-their-bomes-ifl-

bradfosd.county-1.1135253axzzlmzY2QhVQ

42 Railroad Commission of Texas Blowouts and well control problems

hftwwjxc.satctLus/data/drlllhlgIblowcuts/allblowouts06-1O.php

43 Falls Dec 82010 Gas well leak inFranklin delays classes XBlXcom

hU-J/wwwjdtx.comn/home/headliÆeslGas_Well_Leak_in_Fmanklin_111515124.html
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7/1/2009 Weatherby Unit Well 3H Going into circulate clean when they hit pen

and the tubing failed 12 residents evacuated and public roads to the lease closed

Well control problems have also resulted in the deaths of XT workers In 2011 an XFO

contractor was killed and two were injured in Kenedy County Texas when valve on

wellhead blew off while they were working on it4 In 2006 blowout at an XTO well in

Forest Hill Texas killed one worker and led to the evacuation of hundreds of nearby

residents5

The Company does not provide any information in the materials referenced in its Rebuttal to

allay concerns about the dangers to communities and workers with respect toblowouts and

well control problems Or any potential liabilities involved with compensating workers

i5smilies when deaths occur due to blowouts or other accidents

Qironic afr emissions

The Companys uesdxreganlingaireniissicns also seem t6dramalically understate and fail to

analyse long and shod termrisks associated with air emissions

As the number of natural gas wells has increased over the past decade the contribution of

natural gas extraction to declining regional air quality has created concern lbr residents in

various states hi Wyoming Sublette County which has population of less than 10000

people thousands of gas wells have contributed to air quality that is worse than Los

Angeles.4 In Colorado air emissions fiDm oil and gas operations were found to be

contributing as much as 97% of the smog-forming compounds from stationary sources in

some Colorado counties.47

Tn 2009 Dr Al Armendaniz at Southern Methodist University studied the air pollution impacts

of gas extraction lithe Barnett Sha1e He estimated that natural gas extraction activities

produced almost as much smog-forming pollution as all motor vehicles operating in the nine-

county Dallas-Fort Worth Metropolitan
area

In addition to smog-forming pollutants natural gas extraction emits other air conInniimnts

that can affect human health such as benzene and other volatile organic compounds In April

2011 the Earthworks Oil and Gas Accountability Project an NGO released report entitled

Flowback-How the Texan Natural Gac Boom Affects Health cmd Sq/Ł The report

44 Essex September 92011 Worker killed in gas well accident bttpf/www.brownsvilleherald.ccmhiews/norias

130999-well-worker.btml

45 Apr11 222006 Gas well capped afierblowont WFAA-TV Story reprinted at

bttpi/tech.groups.yahoo.com/group/safepipelinmessage/7254

46 Carswell Sept 52011 EPA suns to clean up polluted air in Western gas fie1ds High Country News

httpf/www.hcn.orgfissucs/43.15/epa-aims-to-clean.up.polluted-air-in-westem-gas-fields

47 Earthworkswebsitc ColoradoAir Pollution from Oil aiai Gas
hJw.earthwozksaction.cdetaWcoIOrado_pollUticn_from_oi1.and...gaS

48 Lee June 82009 SMUprofwas right about Bamett Shale pollution Star-Telegram

http-J/wwwsmLedu4ew2009/a1armendariz-fwst-8june2O09

49 Earthworks Flowback-Eow the Texas Natural Gas Boom Affects Health and Safety
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includes study on air pollutants and health issues in Texas town called Dish Residents of

Dish live near natural gas fecilities wells cOmpressors pipelines located in the Barnett

Shale In 2009 air sampling revealed hazardous pollution including benzene and related

compounds in the town at levels exceeding state safety guidelines Further testing found

many of these same contaminants in residents blood Wilma Subta chemist on the board of

the orgmiunfion Earthworks said What is most revealing is that the commnnity is reporting

health
symptoms

that overlap significantly with the known health effects of chemicals already

detected.5

In July2011 Global Community Monitor an NGO released report Gassed- Citizen

investigation oftoxic air pollutionfrom natural gas development The report ibund.that in

NorthwestNew Mexico the switch from drilling for oil to drilling for natural gas has brought

mole severe and more frequent odor incidents causing health effects in communities

Residents commonly report headaches nausea dizziness and nose eye and throat irntalicn

during odor events XlO BP and several other companies operate in the area.5

The Dallas Morning News the reference for the speech cited in the Companys letter reports

that

Tillecon acknowle4gedat the companys annual shareholder meet big
that hydraulic

fraawig technique wed inNorth Texas and eLsewhere on welLc has rizkc such as

air pollution and water handlfrzg to concerns about air pollution Tzlleonsaitt

We need to go out widget data We have solutions once we wideistand what the

problem and our

The comment We need to go out and get data suggests that Exxon has not analyzed the

health or financial risks of air emissions from its operations

Non-Exxon data suggest that financial costs of ExxonfXTO emissions maybe enormous The

Dallas Morning News article cited above states that local Texas environmental group

Downwindera at Risk published on Wednesday shows the producers in North Texaslose $52

million innatural gas each year to leaks that could be flxed.5 Video images filmed bythe

htquj/www.ethworksaction.orgllibrary/detailhmtural...gas_flowback

50Earthworks Dec 162009 Groups Town of DISH urge Tense regulators to act mrnediately on bobaif of impacted

citizms Press Release

http//www.earthworksacion.orgImedia/detail/cornmunity_bealth_SVeY_ShOWS_Sba1e_gaS_thtme_la111mu_hesl

th

51 Global Community Monitor July2011 Gassed-Citizen investigation of toxic air pollution fromnatural gas

development he ww.gcmonitor.org/article phpThM 339

52 SouderE May25 2011 Exxon CEO defends natural gas drilling against activists warnings Dallas Morning

News hupw.da1lasnewLcomsiness/energyt20lI0525enxondelbads-natudIiIlifl.ag3iSt

activists.warnings.ece

53 SouderE May 252011 Exxon CEO defends natural gas drilling against activists warnings Dallas Morning

News hw.dallasnews.corn/business/energy/20ll0s25exxon.ceodefends.naturaIgaS.drilliflg-agaiflSt-

activists-warnings ccc
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Texas Ccminission on Environmental Quality show variety of natural gas leaks from an

XTO gas well in Denton TX

Instead of detailing community concerns and related financial and operational risks relative to

air emissions the Companys disclosure in this area is limited to generic disclosures

Moratoriums

The Company does note that there are moratoriums in some areas however its existing

reporting makes it impossible for shareholdeix to discern the relative risk and impact on the

Company which is the principal thrust of the proposal and its guidelines The Companys

reporting neglects to discuss the effect on its own assets and operations of moratoriums it has

mentioned despite the ibcus of the proposal on short and long term risks and impacts on

particularthcilitiesandcperalions

Company Letter In the care of moratöriwns on licensing exploration or operations
the

Companys website provides summa.y about moratoriums and identIies cities states and

cowitrzes that have placed moratorium on Jydraulic fracturing or banned it New York

state Piitsbw Quebec France Germany andSouthAfrica

The letter cites speech by Jack Williams President of XTO Energy the Exxon subsidiary at

the Society for Petroleum Engineers Conference in Houston Texas in June 2011 In the

speech Willinntc only comment regarding moratoriums was

It has become commonplace to see press articles stating that another city state

province or country has either placed moratorium on hydraulic fracturing or

banned it New York state Fittsbwgh Quebec France Gennany and South

Africa to name few

In April XTO experienced our own setback fri the city ofSouthlake IX Our plan

was to develop three sites in the area and connect them with one pipeline We

presented ourplank along with data on the economic benefits the project would

provide to the city

The opposition though proved that fear-based propaganda could win over the

City Two of the well sites were denied making the project economically

unfeasible And more than 5200 lessors wont receive
rofalties

The City now has

temporary moratorium on the issuance ofnew permits

54 ageswamOlmedusingaF whthshoameibennalimagesofgasleak Ten DOty and Thy Whitely

009.rideo posted at hftpiladdthpoLoom2Ol2sO2to-weH-site-in-ddon4XJfld

55 Williams June14 2011 Shale Gas The Keys to Unlocking its Fufly PotentiaL Speech delivered at the SPE

Unconventional Gas Conference in Houston Texan httpf/www.Exxon

Mobil.comlCorporatehiews_spàeches_2OilO6l4jwllIialns.aspX
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While Willinrric mentions the effect of one moratorium South Lake IX on ExxoniXTO

operations his comments do not address the financial implication of this moratoriurnon the

company Although stating that more than 5200 lessors wont receive royalties Williams

fails to mention how much money Exxon invested in those leases and does not disclose the

lost revenue to Exxon and its shareholders because those wells wili notproduce gas

According to the Star-Telegram some XTO lease offers in Southiake were reported to iange

from $5000 to as much as $18500 per acre But it is not clear bow many aeres CO had

leased in Southiake

Willinma does not mention the real andpotential financial implications of other moratoriums

on Ex.ons operations either such as the Dallas moratorium

in May 2011 the Dallas Morning NeP4W repoited that The anti-drilling movementis

beginning to have all effect en the natural gas industry which has had below down and

even cancel some projects XTO Energy owned by Exxon Mobil Coip halted plans to

drill In Southlake and after paying millions of dollars to lease city landnow must wait

for Dallas to rewrite drillina ordinances lemphasis addedi

In 2008 xro and Trinity East Energy leased land from the City of Dallas fbr $34 million

Almost two years later XFO requested permits to drill several wells at Hensley Field city

owned preperty in west Dallas In response to lobbying by neighborhood groups Dallas

suspended issuing MIling permits to XlO Energy and Trinity East58 and formed Drilling

Task Force9 The Task Force is in the process ofdeveloping recommendations on oil and gas

regulations which will then be approved or changed by Dallas CityCounciL According to an

oil and gas industry attorney one of recommendations developed by the Task Force 300-

foot setback stipulation would rule out all but dozen or so sites pending city zoning

approval including planned sites at Hensley Field.60 Depending on the outcome of new oil

and gas regulations in Dallas XTOs investment in Dallas leases may go the way ofits

Southlake investment This entire Issue Is underreported IfIt Is even disclosed at all by

the Compny

56 Nisbiniura Feb.29 2008 White Chapel Southiake group sees competition MO Wethe May 92008

More Sóuthlake rivalry between Chesapeake and XTO Star-Telegram httpf/blogs.star

elegiam.ccnettjhale/soulhlake/

57 Iwynne S.C SouderB and Jacobson May15 2011 In midst of gas boom anti-drilling movement gains

ground Dallas Morning News http//www.dallasnews.com/business/energy/20l10515-in-midst-of-gas-boom-

anti.drllling-movement-gains-ground.ece

58 Owynne S.C Souder and Jacobson May 152011 In midst of gas boom anti-drilling movement gains

ground Dallas Morning News http//www.dsllasnews.com/business/energyt20l 10515-in-midst-of-gas-boom-

anti-drllling-movement-gaifls-ground.ece

59 Austin BJ.Ang.32011 Dallas gas drilling task force hears from citizens KERA News

http//keranews.org/post/dallas-gas-drilling-task-force-hears-citizens AND May 172011 EditoriaL Despite

industry protests go-slow drilling plan is right one Dallas Morning News

hww.dallasnes.combion/editoria1s/2011O516-editotial-desnite-industrv-nmthats-n-slow-drilling-plan-

is-iight-one.ece

60 Minora Jan 202012 Drilling industry reps not thrilled with latest Dallas Task Force Recommendations

Dallas Observer http//blogs.dallasobserver.comhmfaiipark/20121/drilhingJndustiy..reps_notjbr.php
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In the Companys letter it states that The Companys weiwite also discusses the negative

economià impacts that New T07 states moratorium on 1ydraulicfracturing has caused11

On August 32010 the New York State Senate passed measure to ban hydraulic fracturing

in deep horizontal gas wells until May 152011 to provide the states Department of

Envirouuiental Conservation more time to finish its review of the potential impacts of shale

gas drilling anddevelopnewpecnit1ingguidelines

The Companys letter cites company blog entit1ed Some New York residents cross the

border for jobs This blog posting discusses regional economic benefits that have occurred in

Pennsylvania such as the creation ofjobs and claims that New York has missed out on these

benefitaby passing moratorium While thismay beof casual intereatto shareholders itis not

responsive to the core question asked by the proposal regarding the operational and financial

risks posed by drilling moratoriums

Additionally nowhere in its literature does Exxon analyze the extent to which moratoriums

often result in development of more stringent local regulations For example in the City of

Flower Mound1 Texas citizen
pressure

resulted in 6-month moratorium effective in June

2010 on pipelines and centralized waste cilities and 90-day ban on drilling permits and

gas production The Council created committee to advise Flower Mound on how gas drilling

should be agu1ated In September2010 the council extended the moratoriums for another

45 days to allow the towns Oil and Gas AdvisoryBoard time to complete review of oil and

gas j63The moratoriums were extended again until July2011 when anew

ordinance took effect The new oil andgas rules required 1500-foot setbacks from residences

monitoringrequirements such as water well testing pre- and post-drillingsoil sampling air

quality monitoring the establishment of noise limits and numerous other stipulationsto

reduce the impact on Flower Mound residents during gas drilling hydraulic fracturing and

production.64

Similarly the city of Southlake adopted 180-day moratorium on new gas drilling permits

In June2011 the council extended the moratorium for another 120 days.64 The oil and gas
ordinance that was created during the moratorium period requires 1000-foot setback from

61 August 42010 Natural gas drilling moratorium passes New York Senate Syracuse.com

http//ww.syracuse.comFnewinde.ss20108/gas_drmininoratorium..passes.btm1

62 Kofler June 2O10 Flower Mound passes gas drilling moratorium KERA News

http//kcranews.orgdost/flower-mound-passes-gas-drilhing-moratorium

63 Hundley September9 2010 Flower Mound extends moratorium on permits for natural gas drilling Dallas

Morning Newsiittpi/www.dallasnews.comhiews/community-news/flower-mound/headlinest2Ol0O908-Flower-

Momd-dsmoraththma-on-pezmits-8006.ece

64 July 182011 Flower Mound adopts new gas well and pipelines onlinances Cross Timbers Gazette

httpi/www.crosstimbersgazette.com/local-news/1714-flower-mound-adopts-uew-gas-wefl-and-pipeline-

ordinances.html

65 SakelarisN Feb 232011 Southlake proves first gas well Star-Telegrain.httpllwww.star

teleOIlID2/W2869539/southke-approves-flrst-gas-Welthtml

66 SakelarisN June 222011 Southlake extends gas drilling moratorium Star-Telegram http//www.star

telegram.coml20I1It6/21/319997/south1ake-extends-gas-dr1llingJitml
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habitable structures and from the property line of schools and hospitals prohibits earthen

drilling pits requiies low toxicity drilling fluids bans fracturing fluid waste ponds within city

limits bans drilling in envirmmcntally sensitive areas67 and was later amled
to prohibit hydraulic fracturing during the sunimermonths

In 2011 both Nàw Jy69 j4y1j7Opassed statewide holds on drilling in order to

study the impacts and consider how to strengthen regulations

In contrast to the short list from the Company the Food and Water Watch website provides

list of 150 local or state actions resolutions or ordinances to ban or impose moratoriums that

have been passed with respect to drillingand hydraulic fracturing in communities These

actions have taken place in 13 states across the countryYt Table shows all of these

moratoriums as well as some that are not on the Food and Water Watch site these additional

ones are directly footnoted below

Table Moratoriums passed in the U.S

State Communles Bersugb Otber

T.oantbe
CaSferula Berkeley

Colored Colorado Springs Commerce City2 Boulder County

Lcngmont El Paso County

Maryland Mountain Lake

Park

M2rtg Detroit Wayne County

Femdale

NewJasuey Bethlehem Readingtcn Clinton ToWnship State-wide

67 Article Chapter 9.5 of the Southlake City Code Gas Oil Well Drilling and Production

http//www.cityofsouthlike.ccmfSiteContlo/docuDepartments/PlanningDevServicGaSCOdifiedJ80

A.pdf

68 Ordimnce 880-B AnO nance of the City of SouthiakeTexas Amending Ordinance 880-A Gas Oil Well Drilling and

PzoductimiofCliaptar95 ArticleWoftheSouthlakeCoyCodc Sec 95243 Operations and eq4mentpsactices and standards

htipJJwww.cityoBcmthlake.ccaniteContaW1Wdocumcntspadmea1tS/PlanningDeYSerViCeS1UaSI0880BSigfled.pdf

69 NcwJ sey Governor Ch sauistieinipo.edac yearmor toriwn onhyckaulic fracturing fornatural gas rnthe state

pendingmereaewoissay.IlardleJ.Au 302011 GovernorOuislieputsaoneyearmoratothnnnfinckingin

NJ Bus ass bnldurJitqJ/www.bith in curulba s.cn-imtwal-gas-fracking-qxead-201 1-8

70 Governor issued an Executive Order calling thea study on natural gas drilling to explore potential taxing

approaches safety regulations and environmental standards for drilling Acconlingto the Washington Tunes

Maaylands study places an effective three-year moratorium within the state Hill June 122011 OMalleys

executive order that halts Sucking seen as political maneuver Waahhglon Times

hftp/hwwwashingtontimes.conilnewst2ollijim/l2lomafleys.executive.order-halts-fracking-seen-POlit/

71 Site includes links to the resolutions and crdinanóes Food and Water Watch Local actions against fracking

htqyf/www.foodandwateiwatch.orgfwater/frackinglftacking-action-Centerflocal-actiOn.dOCnnenIS/

fl StanleyD Jan 242012 Commerce City continues drilling moratorium ABC lNews

httpFlwww.thedenverchanneLcomhiews/30285558/detail.htnil

73 Mod edthemomtoriinntoenablethe the temporary exploration

activities. .stiul net accepting applications lbrproduction Oct 27 20l1.El Paso Countypartially lifts drilling mceatorium

CokradoEuergyNew httixl/coloasdoews.com2Oll/10/el-paso.county-paitially-lifts-drilling-moratoriwn/
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Byram RedBank Delaware Township moratorium

Clinton .Secaucus Franklin Township on fracking

Closter Stlflwater Princetown activity
in

Higbland Park Trenton Township
the state4

Holland Princeton Borough
Musconetco

New Brunswick
ngRiver

Managun
Cmrd

New Yost Albany Geneva Otsego Town Cayuga County Canandaigua

Alfred Gorharn Otisco Cortland County Lake

Andes Highland Paris Onondaga Cointy
Watershed

Auburn Ithaca Town Rensselaervlfle OntarioCounty

Augusta Ithaca city Rains Putaam County
New York

Baxrington Jezusabun Saugerties Rockland County

Benton Sharon Sullivan County

Binghamton Lebanon Skaneateles Tonins County

Buffalo Livcnia South Brisol Ulster County

eBrighton Lumberland Spaffosd WestchesterCounty

Cainilius Marshall Springfields Yates County

Canadaigua Marcellus Syracuse

Cherry Valley Middlefield Tansy

Cochecton Middlesex Tully

Cooperstown Milford Town Tusten

Cortlandvllle Milo Town Utica

Conesus Naples Village Ulysses

Danby New Hartford Virgil

Dewitt New Lisbon Vernon

Dryden New York City Wales Town

Elbnidge Niles Westnioreland

Fabius Oneola West

Freeville Onondaga Town Bloomfield

Whdesbcro

Carolina Creedmoor

Mile Amesvllle Cohnnbiana Munroe Falls HlncklcyTownship

Athens Gairettsville Nonth Canton MedinaTownsbip

Burton Girard Yellow Springs Plain Township

Canal Fukon Hartville Youngstown

Canton

Pennsylvania Baldwin New Hope Media Borough Buckingham

Easton Philadelphia
South Fayette State College Township

Forest Bills Phoenixville ban7 Borough Civic

liarveys Lake Pittsburgh
W.Homestead Association

Murraysvllle Wilkinsburg

Tevas Bartoàville Denton Grand Prairie7

laIlas7 Flower Mound South Lake7

74 Hurdle Aug 302011 Governor Christie puts one year moratorium on fracking in NJ Business Insider

http//www.busineisinsidetcomibans-on-natural-gas-fracking-spread-2011-8

75 Bansnetont gas dri ling inresid landoomeivafionareas including neighborhoods farms and public parics

Igler NOV l8 2010 Marcellus Shale dzillingbanned insome areas ofSouthFayettePittsLn1hPost-Garette

httpi/www.post-gazette.ccsnFpgIlO322/1104009-57.stin

76 Gwynne S.C SouderE and Jacobson May15 2011 In midst of gas boom anti-drilling movement gains

ground Dallas Morning News htqx/Fwww.dallasnews.com/businessfenergytlollo5l5-in-midst-of-gas-boocn-

anti-drilling-movement-gains-ground.ece

77 Brown Feb 82012 Drilling permit moratorium passes Denton Record-Chronicle

ht//www.dentonrc.cornIthredcontendwac/1ocainews/stories/DRC_Moratorium_0208.455ccee53.htm1
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West Virginia Lewisburg WelIsbut Pocahontas

Morgantown repealed County Free

oveztwned LIraThSS

Wg
Teton

National

Forest

Vk Staunton Shenandoah County

In addition to these existing moratoriums there have been vety recent calls for more drilling

moratoriums On January 102012 Buoyed by rising concern after 11 earthquakes that

rocked the Youngstown area Democrats joined environmentalists on the Statehouse steps

Tuesday to call for halt to oil and gas drilling in Ohios deep shale fonnations

It is highly likely that anuinber of these moratoriums and the resulting tougher regulations

will directly impact Exxon investments but no details on how the company might be affected

are provided in any of Exxons disclosure documents

Forward-LookinE Issue OfFinancial or Operational Risks to Particular Operations

Facilities and Plans From Proposed Federal or State Laws or Reaulatlons

The Proposal requests financial or operational risks to particular operations facilities and

plans fixm proposed federal or state laws or regulations including moratoriums on fracking

In 2010 when Exxon was considering merger with XTO major shale gas company

Exxons negotiated deal that allowed the company to void its purchase ifCongress

prohibited fracturing or added regulations that would make the wells commercially

impmcticabl That year federal law related to hydraulic fracturing did not pass

Since that time however there have been numerous state rules on hydraulic flBctuling and

other federal rules that are likely to increase regulatory requirements oncompanies developing

shale
gas and conventional natural gas and oil resources

With respect to new regulations the Company stated In its letter The Company

includedarirkfactor fri its Fonn 1O-Kfor the year endedDecember 312010 regarding the

nckc posed by laws mdregukiiions

Regulatoiy and litigation riss Even fri countries with well-developed legal

78 Norris Nov l8 2010 Prairie City Council approves 180-day moratorium on ps-drilling permits

Dallas Morning News bttp//www.daUasnews4omhrewilcommmntynewcJgrandprthiheadlifleSJ20101118-

grand.prairiecitycoamcil_approves-l80-daymoratoriuifl-Ofl-gaS-drilliflg-peflnits.eCe

79 Sakelaris June22 2011 Southlake extends gas drilling moratorium Star-Telegram httpf/www.star

telegran01M6I2II3169997/scuth1ake-extends-gas-drillinghtml

80 Jan 102012 Drillingcpponents rally at Statehouse brfracking moratorium Gongwer News Service Reprinted

at htip//ohiocitizen.org/p.l 1363

81 Michaels January20 2010 Exxondefends XrO Energy deal warns against new regulation on hydraulic

fracturiu Dallas Morning News htq-J/www.dallasnews.coubusinesheadli 0100120-Exxon-defends-

XTO-Energy-deal.8943.ece
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systems where E.uon Mobil does bzniness remain exposed to changes in

law mcludlng changes that resultfivm international treatiac and accord that

could adversely affect our resulLvsuch ar increases in kues orgovernment

royalty rates mcludlngrebvactive claims price conbvLr changes in environmental

regulations or Other Ia ws that increase ow cost ofcompliance

or reduce or delay availa ble business oortunities inchdng changes in laws

relatedto ofjihore drillingoperations wateruse or hydraulic fractzoing

adoption ofregulations mandating the use ofalternative fuels or uncompetitivefitel

components government actions to cancel contracts or renegotiate tenns unilateraly

and expropriation Legal remedies available to compensate usfor expropriation or

other takings may be inadequat..

This scant statement does not provide adequate detail to present shareholders with an

understanding of the financial or operational risks from proposed regulations It does not

represent substantial implementation of the request for discloure of the impacts of these

various regulations on the companys natural gas related operations

As seen below there are numerous regulations that have passed recently as well as state and

federal regulations that are pending Yet there has been no assessment by Exxon as to whether

or not the sute of new and pending regulations maymakesome of its wells commercially

impracticable despite the concern expressed about this possibilityduring the merger with

XTO

Proposed kderal rules that may affect Exxons natural gas ocratious

In August 2011 Department of Energy DOE panel issued recommendations related to

safety and environmental impact of drilling in shale formations According to the New

York Times The seven-member Natural Gas Subcommittee called for better tracking

and more careful disposal of the waste that comes up fromwells stricter standards on air

pollution and greenhouse gases associated with drilling and the creation of federal

database so the public can better monitor drilling operations The report also called for

companies to eliminate diesel fuel from their fracking fluid because it includes

carcinogenic chemicals and for companies and regulators to disclose the lull list of

ingredients used in frachng While no reu1ations were proposed by the panel the

DOE report has influenced some of the EPA rules mentioned below

EPA Oiland Gas AirStandards In July 2011 the Environmental Protection Agency EPA
proposed what it called suite of highly cost-effective standards to reduce emissions of

smog-forming volatile organic compounds VOCsand air toxics from the oil and natural gas

industiy can cause cancer8 The final rule is to be released in April2012 The

82 Brown Land Urbinà August10 2011 Panel seeks stiffer rules for drilling
of gas wells New York Times

http//www.nytimes.coin/201 1/08/1 1/us/i inatgas.htznl

83 U.S Environmental Protection Agency Oil and Gas Air Pollution Staudanis-Regulatosy Actions

httrJIepa.gov/airqua1ity/oilandgasfactions.hlm1
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American Petroleum Institute contends the rule will be overly burdensome.TM Others like

Texas state representative Lon Burnam however showed up at EPA hearings to encourage

the agency to protct public health by placing reasonable limits on air poliulion that will both

reduce emissions and increase industry revenues

The proposed rules would apply to the more than 25000 wells that are fractured and

refractured each year as well as to storage tanks and other equipment found at well sites

compressors and natural gas processing plants.86

EPA has estimated per unit costs for the various proposed requirements Some examples of

costs include $21871 to fix equipment leaks at well pad $33884 to fix equipment leaks at

natural gas processing plant $l3956 to fix storage vessels and so onY

The Companys letter and refhrenced materials do not include any estimates of the number of

its well pads and other facilities that maybe affeótedby this rule.or the potential total costs

involved in complying with the rule

EPA Diesel Guidance EPA is developing permitting guidance for hydraulic fracturing

activities that use diesel fuels in flcturing fluids In May2011 EPAheld series of webinars

to explaiaEPAs strategy to address use ofdiesel fuels in hydraulic fracturin and accepted

input from stakehokiers on development of the guidance The need for pennittiÆg gui4ance

was highlighted by congressional investigation that found that oil and gas service companies

injected over 32 million gallons of diesel fuel or hydraulic fracturing fluids containing diesel

fuel in wells in 19 states between 2005 and 2009 but no companies obtained permits for

diesel fuel use in hydraulic ficturing which appears tube violation of the Safe Drinking

WaterAd.89

New EPA guidance on the use of diesel fuel in hydraulic fracturing may appear early in 2012

84Klimasinska Dcc 12011 Fracturing-pollution nile to burden gas producers API says Bloomberg

htile.bloombeomhiews/201 1-12-01/fractu pollution o-buukn-u-s-gas-pzoducers-api-says

85 BallL Sept 292011 EPA holds hearing in Texas on natural gas drilling Msociated Press

htpilJwww.businessweekcom/aW.financia1news/D9Q2P1SO1.htni

86 According to the EPA The majority of new wells drilled today produce gas and the majority of those new wells use

process known as hydraulic fracturing or fracking An estimated 11400 new wells are fractured each year another

14000 are re-fractured to stimu eproductionor to produce natural gas from different production zone

U.S Environmental Protection Agency Proposed Amendments to AirRegulations for the Oil and Natural Gas

Industry httpF/eps.gov/ality/oilandgas/pdfs/201l0l28factsheetpdf

87 U.S Environmental Protection Agency July2011 Regulatory linpact Analysis-Proposed New Source

Performance Standards and Amendments to the National Emissions Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants for the

Oil and Natural Gas Industry Table 3-2 Summasy of Capital and Annualized Costs per Unit for NSPSEmissions

3-15 bttpi/www.epa.gov/ttnecaslfregdataRiAsloilnaturalgasflnalria.pdf

88 US Environmental Protection Agency Underground Injection Control Guidance for Permitting 011 and Natural

Gas Hydraulic Fracturing Activities Using Diesel Fuel

htwatei.eps.govkypWgroundwater/uic/ciass2/hydraulicfracturingFwellsjiydrOOntCfln

89 Committee on Energy and Commerce Democrats Jan 312011 WaxmanMarkey and DeGette investigation

finds diesel in hydraulic fracturing fluids

continued-usc.of-diesel-in-hvdraulic-fracturinn-f
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and according to bi-partisan group of Senators the guidance could have serious effects on

states primacy as well as create burdensome permitting requirements that could have

widespread implications for oil and gas development across the counlry9

There is no mention of the EPA diesel guidance is in Exxons Rebuttal materials

EPA Wastewater Rule In October2011 EPA announced that it plans to develop new rules

over the next three years
for disposing of natural gas illing wastewater Coal bed methane

wastewater standards axe expected in 2013 and rules for shale gas wastewaterin 2014 The

agency said the proposal reflects recommendations in the U.S secretary of energys advisory

board report Among that panels August suggestions was that agencies should review and

modernize rules regarding protection of ground and surface water.2

The Companys letter andreferenced materials do not mention pending EPA wastewater rules

or assess the related costs and risks

US Bureau of Land Management hydraulic fracturing regulations According to

Climate Newa this rule is stronger than most state laws with respect to chemical disclosure3

Exxon has numerous oil and gas leases on federal lands that would be affected by proposed

hydraulic fracturing regulations proposed by the BLM

According to the Environmental Working Group ii2004 Exxon was ranked it in terms of

the total acres àf federal lands leased for oil and gas development in the Western state That

year Exxon had 734004 acre of land leased for oil and gas development in California

Colorado Montana New Mexico Utah and Wyoming4 As of February 2012 Exxon held

638000 acres of oil and gas leases on Western federal lands5

State Remilataons

The Sierra Club has awebsite that tracks some recent state efforts to strengihen state

regulations related to variety of oil and gas requirements for casing cementing pit

construction air pennitting wastewater discharge water quality and chemical disclosure The

90 U.S Senate Committee cii Environment and Public Works website Bipartisan group of Senators express concern

about EPAs overly broad diesel foel definition

http//epw.senatn.govublic/index.cflnPuseActionMinority.PressRelcascsontentRecordjd61581 16e-802a-

23ad-4dad-6c99e85591a2

91 Olson I. andTCnçIetCnD Oct 212011 EPA to control flu ng fluids disposal Piltsburgh Post-Garatte

ht/www.podte.ctsm%g/11294/lI83693-454.0.sunomlocaIsatm1ix2zlnars7Ab2p

921d

93 Song Feb 152012 Secrecy loophole could still weaken BLMs tougher fracking regs Inside Climate News

httpffinsidatenews.orhewst20l20215/bcking.chemioasclosure-hyanlic-fracturing-proprietary-

94 Environmental Working Group Who Owns the West Exxon Mobil This site has not been updated siice 2004

httpi/www.ewg.org/oIl_and..gas/leaseholder.phpcust_id-2091312

95 Bureau of Land Management Land and Mineral Legacy Rehost 2000 System Oil and GaS Leases Issued Query

Wyoming Colorado Montana California Utah New Mexico 05/27/1 946 to 02/14/2012 Tallied acreage held by

Exxon Mobil XTO and Mrs Energy which is Exxons California oil and gas subsidiary

http//www.blm.gov/h2000/
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site includes 21 different regulatory efforts in nine states Arkansas Colorado New Yoric

Ohio Pennsylvania Tennessee Texas West Virginia and Wyoming that have been enacted

orareinprocessasof20lO

Some of these are discussed below to show that state regulalions have the potential to affect

Exxons operations

State Rules on Hydraulic FacbgBisconne

In the absence of federal nile to regulate hydraulic fiacturing many states have stepped in to

create new rules to require the disclosure of chemicals used during the hydraulic fracturing

process The most stringent rule on the disclosure of hydraulic fracturing chemicals was

enacted by Colorado in 2012 and takes effect in April 20l2 Exxon/XIO has oil and gas

operations in many gas fields Colorado e.g the Piceance Basin San Juan Basin Raton

Basin Other states with hydraulic flacturing chemical disclosure rules include Pennsylvania

Wyoming Arkansas Louisiana Texas and Montana where Exxon has major oil and gas

opemtions as well as Ohio and Michigan8

New York State-reaulaturv issues delay and mayultimately prevent XTO fromdrWiug on

some of its leases

XFO holds significant number of gas leases in New Yolk State According to Dewey
Decker of the Deposit Coalition the 500-member coalition leased 45000 acres to XFO

Energy for $110 million in 2008 More than 80 percent of the XTO leases with the coalition

are under the regulatory jurisdiction of the Delaware River Basin Commission DRBC and

15 percent are in the New York City Watershed99

In 2011 XTO applied to the DRBC for permit to withdraw 250000 gallons of water per day

from Oquaga Creek in Broome County At the time Eneigy in Depth wrote about the

importance of this water source to XTO lila proposed withdrawal must be approved now to

make it possible for XTO to make timely application later for natural gas development once

regulations applying to that activity have been enacted Such applications will require

approved water sources.10

But in December2011 the Delaware River Basin Commission DRBC decided it would not

approve XFOs application or any other water withdrawals for natural gas until New York

Department of Environmental Conservation completed its environmental review of its drilling

96 raClubwebsits PRAC gRegulalmyAsfion çenter.hJ/wwenachth.orgatm1gatho1emaking1

97 Jaffe December13 2011 Bickenlooper Coloesdos frack fluid disclosure rule will be model for the nation

Denver Post bttp.//www.denverpostcom/breakingncwslci_19537142

98 Klimasinska IC December 12011 Fracturing-Pollution rule to burden gas producers API Says Bloomberg

httplrmsideclimaenew.orghiewil2Ol2O2l5/blmfracking-chemicals-disclosure-hydmolic-æacturing-proprietary-

natual-gas-drilling

99 July10 2011 Gas finn wants to extend Southern Tier leases Press Connects

http//www.pressconnects.com/article/201lO710INEWSI 11107100338/Gas-fine

leases

100 May26 2011 Battling hysteriathe XTO hearing Energy in Depth

http-J/eidmarcellus.orgl2Oll/05t26/attling-hysteria-the-xto.hearing/
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regulations01 In February 2010 New York Governor Cuomo announced that the decision on

whether to allow high-volume hydraulic fracturing in New York was still couple of

months away.2

But even if the DEC decides topemnt high-volume hydraulic fracturing in the state its not

clear that XIO will be able to develop the Deposit Coaltion leases that are in the Delaware

River Basin

In May 2011 the New York Attorney General sued the federal government for fi4iling to fully

consider the impacts of natural gas drilling in the Delaware Basin on the drinking water

supplies of million New York residents Some of the concerns outlined by the suit include

that hydraulic fracturing could contnniinate water supplies with radioactive materials heavy

metals methane and other chemicals and specifically mentions that XTOs application to

withdraw water for natural gas exploration could harm
Oquaa Creek stream known for

excellent trout fichin within Broome County New York3

The lawsuit argues that the federal government should not adopt natural gas chilling

regulations proposed by the Delaware River Basin Committee until the government

complies with its obligations under the National Environmental Policy Act i.e prepares

an environmental impact statement and goes through public review process The suit

also asks the government to pass regulations to ban natural gas development in the part of

the river basin that includes New York Citys watershed

If this lawsuit is successful it could further delay development of XTO leases located in

the Delaware River Basin and prevent thC company from ever drilling on its leases

located within the New York City watershed

If the lawsuit is unsuccessful it is possible that XTO still might be prevented from

drilling gas wells on leases it holds in the New York City watershed because the New

York Department of Environmental Conservation DEC has recommended high-volume

hydraulic fracturing be prohibited in the New York City and Skaneateles Lake

watersheds This recommendation was based on DECs conclusions that high-volume

hydraulic fracturing poses the risk of causing significant adverse impacts to these

irreplaceable water supplies.4 As mentioned previously New York is expected to

101 Dec 92011 No gas-drilling water permits in Delaware Basin Press Connects

httpflwww.prnsconccts.ccmIazicW2OllI2O9/NEWS1O/111209005/Nogas-driuing-water-pennits-Delaware-

River

102 Feb 82012 Cuorno Frucking decision couple months away Ithaca JournaL

httpI/www.theithacajoumaLcomarticlef2OI2O2OS/NEWSOI/202080339/Cuomo-Preckine-decisinn-cnunle-

months-awayodyssetabltcpnewstexflLcca1%2ONevs

103 State of New York United States Army Corps of Engineers at al Complaint filed May 312011

http//ww.enews.netIassetsi2O116/01/documentjw_01.pdf

104 New York Department ofE tal Conservation Revised Draft Supplemental Generic Environmental

Impact Statement SGEIS on the Oil Gas and Solution Mining Regulatory Program Well Permit Issuance for

Horizontal Drilling and High-Volume Hydraulic Fracturing in the MarCeIIÜS Shale and Other Low-Permeability

Gas Reservoirs Sept 2011 Page 7-55 httpJ/www.dec.ny.gov/dta/dmnfrdsgeisfiu110911.pdf
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make decision on how to proceed with natural gas development within couple of

months

Peinaylvania XTO drills in floodpi sparks changes In regulations.

In 2009 XTO and another company Stone Energy drilled Marcelius Shale wells in

floodplains of two Pennsylvania waterways Muncy Creek and Wyalusing Creek

respectively In January 2010 heavy rains hit northern Pennsylvania and several streams and

rivers experienced flooding events including the creeks where the Stone Energy and the XTO
wells were loatecL

Local environmental orgsnintions and citizens were nwbilized out of concern forthe ability

of these companies to locate wells in sensitive ecological area The handling of fiaddng

chemicals and highly contaminated drilling wastewater in floodplains is an environmental

disaster waiting to happen It has to stop said Matt Flwtmrt of the Chesapeake Bay

Foundation Permitting well pads in floodplans causes very serious threat of pollution.05

Chesapeake Bay Foundation subsequently launched lawsuit challenging the Pennsylvania

DEPs pennitting process charging that permits were being expedited and were not receiving

the scrutiny necessary to ensure that protections were inpiace to prevent pollution In 2011

DEP announced it would no longer offer expedited review of permit applications for projects

that have the potential to discharge sediment and nmoff to exceptional-value or high-quality

watersheds have well pads that lie within floodplains or would take place on contaminated

lands.6

Forward-Loo1dn Issue of Lhnltatlons Posed by Regional Water Supply or Waste

DLspesal Issues

The Proposal requests disclosure of any limitations which regional water supply or

waste disposal issues may place on operations or expansion

The Companys letter states that

...the Supporting Statement requests disclosure ofany limitations which regional

watersuppy or waste disposal issues mayplace on operations or expansion.The

Companys proxy statementfor its 2011 Annual Meeting of Shareholders discuses

how the Company has rehicedfreshwater use in Piceance Colorado and installed

treatment systemsto enable the Company to recycle water in the Marcellus region.3

The Companys effiris to reduce the use offreh water in the Piceance Basin ore also

noted on the Companys webslte4 In addition the Company has disclosed on one of

its websites that flJhourands ofhorizontal gas wells have been drilled and camp eted

105 Chesapeake Bay Foundation wcbsitn CBF and TU Call for Ban on Marceihis Gas Wells in Floodplains Feb

2010 httpI/www.cbf.orglPage.aspxpid-1651

106 Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection Jan.20 2012 DEP accepts public comment on oil and

gas erosion control penmts News Release

http//ww.norta1state.na.us/nortalIsever.nt/communitv/newsinomI1427id.19225tvoeid1
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in wid near mwiicipaliSles and the waterureh not been found to bnpact water

awiilablefor residential municipal agricultural or Iurtdalweir 5Finaly as

stated above the Conpanyc most-recent Form 10-Kcontains riskfactorregardfrzg

potential changes in laws related to water use and the Companys webs ite and

Corporate Citizenship.Reportprovlde frormation on the Companys commitment to

reduce water use in the hydraulicfractu rthg process

That response and the supporting information cited by the Company fails to capture the

enormity of the water supply limitations facing the industry and in particular the impacts on

and risks posed to the Company

The Companys proxy statement for its 2011 Aimunl Meeting of Shareholders says that

Water use an inportant element to unconventional gas.developmenL We we
demo thig leadetchip in our openatlotac through the reuse ofpvduced wirier to reduce

freshwater requkemenis emphasis aWeiJ In Piceance Colorwh we reducedfreshwater

use by 45percenz and associated water truck traffic by 9OpeivenL OurifO operations in

the Marcellus region are deploying closed ioop systemsfor Łillhrgfiuidr and installing

treabnentsystenis fri some areas to enable us to recycle fiowback andproduced ater.07

oun2 water tue

The state of Louieinnn passed law in 2010 to regulate surface water withdrawals in response

to the shale-gas drilling boom in that state According to Louisiana Department of Natural

Resources presentation the law was developed in September2010 because industrys

unprecedenteduse of enormous amounts of water was creating the potential forchaos and

conflicts The law places commercial and industrial uses such as oil and gas development as

thirdriority
after human consumption via public water system orwell and agricultural

The Company has 240000 acres of minerals leased in the Haynesville Shale
gas playwhich

is located in Louisiana and East Texas The company reports that in 2010 it produced 250

million cubic fact of gas from Haynesville shale wells According to the Louisiana

Department of Natural Resources XrO has 14 wells that were completed in 2010 and 2011

and are producing gas and 18 other wells that have beeri permitted or drilledbut are not yet

producinggas.9

The Companys letter does not mention where CO got the water to fiacture these wells or

how the 2010 law has affected orwili affect the company

107 Exxon MobiL Prory SatnitPursuantto Section 14a of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 Definitive lwcny

ents.FlledonApril l32OII.p67

http//www.secgoufAahives/edgar/datat3408MmO119312511095944/ddef14a.htntoc135137_27

108 Louisiana Department ofNatural Resources Sept 162010 Surface watesmnanagement using cooperative agreements for

withchawal of ningwatar of the stats

gov/assesdocsIsey/act955/ACr-955-meetingpptx

109 Louisiana Department of Nabral Resources Haynesville Shale wells Updated Feb 102012 Accessed Feb 19

2012 httm/Mriooisana.gov/assesIOC/haynesvll1esha1e/haynesvilIe_20120210.x1s
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Texas water use

Drought conditions in Texas have led to scarcity of water resources in some areas of the

state The Wall Street Journal reports that oil companies have long been exempt from

most Texas state water rules and permitting requirements but the state has begun to take

fresh look at the industrys ability to drill water wells wherever they have acquired

rights to extract oil and gas Texas oil regulators have convened task force to look at

range of issues related to the Eagle Ford boom rhe No issue is water says David

Porter Republican member of the Railroad Commission of Texas which regulates the

oil industry and is seen as generally pro-development Everyone is concerned about

water The task force expects to issue recommendations on water in 20l2

In the Companys letter and the materials cited therein e.g risk factors there isno mention

of the potential forwaste regulations related to drilling in Texas and therefore no discussion

on how these regulations might affect the companys operations or finances Further the

severe water supply conditions in Texas are already impacting the Company and others with

inadequate disdosure of the impacts

Barnett Shale and Eaale Ford Shale in Texas

There are two shortcomings with respect to the Companys materials on water supply issues

that pertain to its operations in Texas

The Company failed to mention the drought occurring in the region and the impact

that drought is having on the competition between oil and gas companies and other

water users for increasingly scarce water supplies

The Company failed to convey how it is currently handling its water management in

the Barnett Shale where it produced 860 million cubic feet of gas in 2010 or in the

Eagle Ford Shale newer play where Exxon reportedly holds 120000 acres of leases

fornaiuralgasandoil11

The Company failed to convey the severity of drought occurring in the region and the impact

that drought is having on the competition the increasingly scarce water supplies

The Companys letter states that ofhorizontal gar wells have been drslled and

completed in and near municipalities and the water use has not been fowidto impact water

availablefor residenti4 nunicip4 agricultural or industrial uses15

In contrast to this statement from the Company the practical implication of the drought

110 Gold and CampoyA Dec 62011 OIls growing thirst for water Wall Street JOurnaL

httpf/online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204528204577009930222847246.html

111 Data from Exxon Mobil Corpoestion 2010 Financial OperatingReview p.4244 htlpf/www.Exxon

Mobibom/Corpor de/File spubsJo_2010.pdf AND Feb 12012 uExxon Mobil -XTO Energy Eagle Ford

Shale website bttp//www.eaglefordshainconilcompanies/Exxon Mobll-xto-energy/ which describes that XrOs
leases are spread over an area that includes gas wells that produce natural gas only to ones that produce gas and

hydrocarbon liquids and into the shale oil producing area of the play
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occurring in Texas is that it has increasingly pitted companies drilling for natural gas and oil

against
traditional water users Numerous newspaper articles have outlined these impacts

The worst Texas drought since record-keeping began 116 years ago may crimp an

oil and natural- gas drilling boom as government officials ration water supplies

crucial to energy exploration.12

The water crisis in Texas the biggest oil- and
gas- producing state in the U.S

highlights continuing debate in North America and Europe over the impact on water

supplies of production technique called hydraulic fracturing Environmental groups

are concerned the so-called fracking method maypose contnniination threat while

farmers in arid reglons like south Texas face growing competition for scarce water.3

The shortage is forcing oil and gas companies to go farther afield to buy water from

farmers irrigation
districts and niunicipalities114

The severe drought in Texas has prompted local authorities to impose water

limitations which affect not only the citizens but also the local.oil and natural gas

companies.5

Local impacts can be severe For example in the Upper Trinity Groundwater

Conservation District UTGCD wÆstofFortWorth the share ofgroundwaterused

by natural gas industry was 40 percent in the first half of 2011 up from 25 percent in

2010 Bob Patterson UTGCDs general manager and many other water managers

want Texas Gov Rick Perry to place limits on the drillers In his water district 40 to

50 wells have run dry and many municipalities have declared stage two or stage three

drought conditions which involve severe restrictions on residential outdoor water

me6
In South Texas tensions are rising as companies scramble to lock up water to drill

natural gas and oil wells All across the state companies have been on buying spree

snapping up rights to scarce river watereasily outbidding traditional users such as

farmers and cities Led by Exxon Mobil Corp they also are drillingwater wells three

times as many as they did five years ago They are even tapping into municipal water

systems though parched cities have begun cutting them oft7

Mark McPherson Dallas-based water-tights lawyer who has represented both

ranchers and oil companies expects conflicts over water to increase as hydraulic

fracturing expands Texas resource-development laws are designed to encourage the

112 Cairol June13 2011 Worst drought in more than century strikes Texas oil boom Bloonibeig

gas-boosn.hlml

113 Carrol June 132011 Worst drought in more than century strikes Texas oil boom Bloomberg

gas-boonthUni

114 CarrolJ June 132011 Worst drought in more than century strikes Texas oil boom Blootnberg

gas-boom.htinl

115 ODonnell Oct 62011 Texas drought imposes flashing limitations Energy Capital

http//www.energyandcapitaLcom/articlesltexas-drought.imposes-fracking-limitations/1822

116 Harkinson Sept 2011 As Texas Withers gas industry guzzles Mother Jones

hftp.Jhnotherjcnes.conilenvironmentt011I09ftexas-droUght-fracking-water

117 GOLd.R December 62011 Oils growing thirst for water Wail Street Journal

httpJ/onliÆe.wsj.ccm/article/Sffl0001424O529702045282O457700993O222847246.html
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oil industry to produce as much as possible he says but in recent years the states

water use rules have been geared toward conservation Those two fundamental

philosophies are diametrically opposed to each other he says They are in conflict

from the get-go.118

According to World Oil With Texas contending with the record drought of 2011 it is not

surprising that city governments would look harshly at the enormous volumes of water

required for hydraulic fracing operations
119

Consequently several local governments

have passed ordinances related to water use for Bamett Shale wells

In the summer of 2011 the city of Grand Prairie near Fort Worth stopped

selling water to oil and gas companies as part of its drought-contingency

measures which also included lawn-watering restrictions.2

In October2011 Southiake amended its oil and gas ordinance to include provision

that bans hydraulic fracturing during the summer months
reardless

of the source of

the water used in the fracturing and completion processes.2 The amendment was

proposed by Councilmzin Al Zito because of the citys continuing water shortage

caused by drought dont see our water situation
gettin

any better Zito said of

after summer that saw residents water use restricted

In February 2012 Dentons óffiØial gas drilling task force voted toO to require

drillers to recyde water used in hydraulic fracturing

In the Eagle Ford Shale where Exxon holds 120000 acres of leases the water used for

hydraulic fracturing is being increasingly scrutinized According to Bloom berg News

concern oyer water usage is especially acute in southern Texass Eagle Ford Shale area

because drilling there is more water-intensive than other regions it takes three to four

timesas much water than fracturing Barnett Shale well Fracturing single Eagle Ford

well requires as much as 13 million gallons of water enough to supply the cooking

washing and drinking needs of 240 adults for an entire year.24

118 Gold December 62011 Oils growing thirst for water Wall Street Journal

httpl/online.w4carticle/SB10001424052970204528204577009930222847246.html

119 Redden Feb 2010 Barnett shale gas production rises despite lower rig count World Oil VoL 233 No.2

htww.worldoiLcomFebuary.2O12Bamenthale-gas-production-tises-despite-1ower-rig.counLhtinl

120 Gold Deember 62011 OIls growing thirst for water Wall Street Journal

httpllonline.wsj.coarticle/SB10001424O52970204528204577009930222847246Jrnnl

121 Ordinance 880.B AnO liasnceofthaCityofSoiiblakeTarasAmmdiugOsdinÆnce880-A Oil and gas well drilling and

production of Chapter95 MticIe IVcfthe keCityCode Sec 95243 Opemfions aurl eptipmmtpracfices and standards

122 Norder Oct 52011 Soulhlake rules out gas well fracturing during summer months Star-Telegram

http.//www.star-te1egram.com01 1/10M13420527/southlokerules-out-gai-well-fting.blmlstcrylink-cpy

123 Brown Feb 72012 Panel wants drilling water recycled Denton Record-CbroÆicle

httpJ/www.dentonrc.com/sharedcontentIdws/drc/1oca1newilstories/DRC_drillingjaskJorce_0207.4515816a7.htm

124c arolL June 13 2OlLWo stdmug more than acentury strikes Texas oil boom Bloomberg

gas-boom.btud
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According to Robert Mace deputy executive administrator of the Texas Water Development

Board water consumption by Eagle Ford Shale drillers is forecast to explode during the next

25 years The University of Texass Bureau of Economic Geology estimates fracking-water

demand in the area will jump 10-fold by 2020 and double again by 2030

Most Eagle Ford wells draw water from the Carri2n aquifer That aquifer is already stressed

and now you are adding an additional demasid says Ronald Greefl hydrologist at

Southwest Research institute.126

In the summer of 2011 water-m2n2gement districts were warning residents and

businesses curtail usage from rivers lakes and aquifers The shortage forced oil and

gas companies to go farther afield to buy water from farmers Irrigation districts and

municipaliti27

For exanip1e oil and gas companies are buying water from the Hidalgo irrigation DistrictNo

which also supplies water to 400000 acres of sugar cane cotton peppers and cantaloupe If

rain doesnt anive in the next four months to replenish the reservoirs Sonny Hinojosa general

manager of the Hidalgo irrigation District said hell have to reconsider whether to continue

selling to oil and gas companies 28A panel of climate experts recently predicted thatthe

drought in Texas and thereat of the Southwest is expected to intensi1y in the coming yea

On June .2011 the Edwards Aquifer Authority which oversees underground water

supplies around San Antonio and along the northern edge of the Eagle Ford Shale

declared Stage emergency requiring 30 percent cut in water usage Other water

districts have imposed similar restrictions

The Proposal asks the Company tO disclose the short-term and long-term risks to

Exxon Mobil operations finances and gas exploration.. and Identify

limitations which regional water supply or waste disposal issues may place on

operations or expansion

The Texas drought appears as ifit could present both short-term and long-term risks to

Exxons drilling programs in the Barnett Shale Eagle Ford Shale and the portion of Exxons

125 Cairol June13 2011 Worst drought in more than century strikes Texas oil boom Bloomber

httpllwww.bloomberg.conilnews 201 1-06-13/worst- cught-in-mare.than-a-centuzy-t atens-texas-oil-natural

gas-bocnLhtml

126 Gold Deceniber6 2011 Oils growing thirst for water Wall Street JournaL

htqrflonline.wsj.comfarticle/SB10001424052970204528204571009930222847246.html

127 Carrol June 132011 Worst drought in more than
caiutiny

strikes Texas oil boom Bloonibcrg

huu/www.bloomberg.comlnews/2011-06.13/worst-drught-in-more-than-ncentuzy-threatens-texaS-OiI-flatUral-

gas-boonthtml

128 Carrot June 132011 Worst drought in more than centuly strikes Texas oil boom Bloomberg

httpil/www.b1oombergcon6kews/201l.06-13/worst-ouht-n-more.thun-a.cey-thns4exaS-Oil-flaturaI-

129 Wagner Feb 12012 Climate science experts predict intensified drought in Texas Houston Chronicle
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Haynesville Shale operations that are in EastTexas ifwater availability and competition with

other water users continues tube an issue

Yet the drought and the ensuing risein competition for water use in Texas were not identified

by the company in any of the materials referenced in the Companys letter

The Company has failed to convey how It Is currently handling its water management

chailenees in the Barnett Shale and Eaale Ford Shale

The Companys letter p3 says that the company has adopted policy option ofi

Commiuingtoreduce water use and to recycle water where possible consLctent with

our broader approach to water management

An industiy website Bamett Shale Energy Education Council says that Several finns have

undertaken projects in the Bamett Shale to reduce the amount of water used in development

activities Mobile water purification Wilts fueled by on-site natural gas are being utilized on

drilling locations to treat portion of the produced water for reuse.130

The Railroad Commission of Texas RRC the body that regulates natural gas and oil

development in Texas also mentions waste water recycling efforts According to the RRC

Recognizing the concerns with water use in the area over the past few
years

several

companies have applied for and the Commission has approved recycling projects in the

Bamett Shale to reduce the amount of freshwater used in Baruett Shale development

activities.31

The RRC website lists all of the recycling projects that were approved by the Commission

Neither Exxon nor XTO is mentioned on this list132 If other operators are recycling water it is

presumably possible to do so If Exxon is not pursuing these recycling projects it would

appear that Exxon is not meeting its commitment to recycle water where possible

Exxons website does not give any indication that it is recycling fiacturing water in any of its

Texas operations One of the references cited in the Companys letter was speech by Rex

Tillerson Exxon Chirmnn and Chief Executive Officer who
addressedrblic

concerns

about hydraulic fracturing at the 2011 Annimi Meeting of Shareholders

The Dallas Morning News the source cited by Exxon in its rebuttal reported on

Tillersons speech this way AS for concerns about handling used frack water Tillerson

130 Barnett Shale Energy Echication Council Can the water used as fracingbe recycled

http//www.bseec.org/storiÆ%2526water

131 Railroad Commission of Texas website Water Use in the Barnett Shale Last updated 1/24/Il

132 Railroad Commission of Texas wØbsite Water Use in the Barnett Shale Last updated 1/24/11

133 Souder May 25.2011 Exxon CEO defends natural gas drilling against activists warnings Dallas Morning

News http/lwww4allasnews.ccsn/business/energy/201 10525-exxon-ceo-defbnds-natural-gas.drilling4gainst-

activists.waimngs.ece
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said the industry is recycling more water because of the expense oftrucking in more Few

natural gas producers in North Texas recycle water In Energys proposal to drill on

city of Dallas property the company gets water from cty hydrant and takes used frack

water to disposal wells outside of the city.1M

No mention was made of Exxon recycling its fracturing fluid wastewater in the Barnett

Shale or elsewhere in Texas but rather Tillerson cited an example showing that Exxon

takes fracturing wastes to disposal wells

As indicated by Tillerson ifrecycling is notoccuning there is cost to the company the cost

of trucking in more water for fracturing operations These are the
types

of costs that the

Proposal requests the Company to disclose in its request for information on.water restrictions

Water SupçJy in the Haynesvffle Shale

On July 22010 Louisiana Governor Bobby Jindal signed Act 955 into law The Act grnnts

the Louisiana Department of Natural Resources the right to manage Water withdrawals from

the states surface waters.135 This Act came into being because.unprecedented use of

enormous amounts of water from hydraulically fracturing Haynesville Shale gas wells was

creating the potential for chaos and conflicts The law places commercial and industrial uses

such as oil and gas development as third priority after human consumption via public

water system orwell 136

The Companys letter and supporting materials do not provide any information on how this

act has affected the companys ability to secure water to drill and fracture us wells

Water issues across other reeons

The Company references its water recycling
efforts in the Piceance Basin of Colorado Those

efforts are notable but shareholders are interested in efforts across Exxons operations not

just in the Piceance Basin We contend that in several areas where Exxon is not recycling or is

not recycling very much water there is dire need to be doing so These areas include at

minimumthe Marcellus Shale Baxnett Shale and Haynesville Shale where Exxon/XTO has

major acreage and prodæction

Water Supuly Issues in the Marcellus Shale

In the 2010 Corporate Citizenship report cited in the Companys letter the only reference to

recycling in the Marcellus Shale says that

134 Souder May25 2011 Exxon CEO defends natural gas drilling against activists warnings Dallas Morning

News htI/www.dallasnews.corn/business/ee 20110525 xon.ceo-defends-natural-gadrilling.against

activists-warnings.ece

135 Springez 2011 Waterproofing the new franking regulation the necessity of defining nparian rights
in

sianas water law Louisiana Law Review VoL 7Z Issue

ghts4nlisianaswatei.Iawt

I36LoiànaDcpanÆtofNauaslResources Sept 16 2010 Surface water managementusing cooperative agEecrneafls far

withdrawal ofrunningwaerofthe stats

httpfldnr.louisiana.govlassets/dosecretaryIact95s/ACF-955-rneetinpptx
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Ta minimize environmental inpacts
and burden on local water iiclire Exxon

Mobil Lc wing frzcreacmg amounts of recycled water In2011 our operations in the

Marcelhu region hi the noilkeosteni United Staler will expand the we ofrecycling

produced water in urfracturingprocess

Neither this report nor others referenced in the Companys letter disclose the extremely

inia1 amounts of water being recycled for re-use hi 2011 in the Marcellus Shale despite the

companys stated intention to expand the use of recycling produced water in our fracturing

Acordingto Pennsylvania Department ofEnvhonmental Protection data in the six-

month period from July to Decezæber 2010 XTO disposed of 202846 barrels of fluid waste

produced waterlbrine fracturing fluids and drilling fluids.37 DEP records show that 4224 of

these barrels 2% of XFOsfluidwastes were being stored pending dispoÆlorreuse

During the same six-month period in 2011 records show that XO disposed of281821

barrels of fluid waste but only 5460.19% of these wastes were reused This does not

suggest very serious effort to minirfli7eenvironmental impacts and burden on local water

infrastructure

In Exxons 2011 proxy statement the Company says that

We are demonsiniting leadership in our operations through the reusE ofproduced

piviterto reduce freshwater requiremenLv. Ow- operations hr the Mwvelhn

region are deploying closed loop systemrfor drilhingftuidc and installing treatment

syrtems insome areac to enable us to recycle fiowback andproducedwater.39

As seen from the chart and Table below less than 02% of XTYs fluid wastes drilling

hydraulic fracturing and produced water in the last half of 201 were recycled and reused in

the Maxcellus Shale while several other companies recycled more than 90% of these types of

137 Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection PA DEP Oil and Gas Reporting Website Waste Reports

by Operator Searched Marcellus Shale wells only Opeiatcr XTO Energy Period July to December 2010 Data

were sorted bydisposal method and the number of barrels per type of disposal were tallied The results indicated

that Brine orlnthistrial Waste Treatment Plants received 198622 barrels during the period while 4224 barrels

were not determined Under Waste Facility it is noted that these 4224 barrels were undergoing storage pending

disposal or reuse

httpsd/ww.paoilandgasrqorfing.state.pa.us/publicrepozts/Modules/Waste/WasteByOpetator.aspx

138 Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection PADEP Oil and Gaslteporting Website Waste Repoits

by Operator Searched MarCeIIUS Shale wells only Operatoc XTO Energy Period July to December 2011

Data were sortedby disposal method and the number of barrels per type of disposal were tallied The results indicated

that Brine or Industrial Waste Treatment Plants received 132299 barrels and Injection Disposal Wells received

149522 barrels during the period while 546 barrels went to reuse other than road spreading Under Waste

Facility this waste was said to be reuse ofbrinetofrac well

httpsi/www.paollandgasreporting.state.pa.us4ublicreports/Modules/Waste/WasteByOperator.aspx

139 Exxon MobiL PmxyStateancntPursuaatto Section 14aofthe Securities Exchangà Act of 1934 Definiliveproxy

5ftP.iwfltt Filed cnApril 132011.p.67

htjx//www.aec.gov/Archivedgar/duta/34O88IOOOl 1931251 1095944/ddefl4a.hInultocl3SI37_27
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wastes Among companies operating in the Marcellus shale Exxon is not showing leadership

in water management But Exxons materials do not reveal this

9.0

.5

...L..

Table .4 XTO waste fluid recvcline otherMarcellus Shale Operato Data forCha
Fluid wastes drilling Fluid waste of fluid

and fracturing wastes recycled and wastes

brine going to reused recycled and

wastewater plants or reused

injection wells

XTOEiergy 281821 546 0.19

Atlas Resources 357154 78233 17.97

140 Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection PA DEP Oil and Gas Reporting Websitc Statewide Data

Downloads Downloaded data for reporting period Jan-Dec 2011 Marcellus Only months

Data were sorted by disposal method and the number of barrels per type of fluid waste disposal were tallied for the

companies in the Chart XTO Atlas Resources Chevron TIinn Energy Range.Resources CNX Gas Chief Oil

and Gas Chesapeake Energy Cabot Oil and Gas and Energy Corp of Ameiica Note solid wastes going to

ItfiIk ansured in tons not barrels were not included as this analysis Only fluid waste which are the wastes

that can be recycled and reused to fracture subsequent wells

htthsl/www.naoilandnasrenortina.state.na.us/cnblicreports/Modules/DataExPortSIDataEXPOrtS.aSPx

%ofFluid Wastes Recycled and Reused by Operate ioth Macdllus

io 2O1i

cabotouandoas

chiefOlandoas

aIxGas
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weal

XTOEnergy
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Chevron 624612.1 502608.48 4439

Talisman Energy 368242.6 940663.02 71.87

Range Resources 268150.09 1217833.19 81.95

CNXGSS 13879.6 146050.08 91.32

Chief Oil and Gas 2204 85059 97A7

Chesapeake Energy 9355 883281.77 98.95

Cabot Oil and Gas 3049.3 417878.41 99.28

Energy Corp of America 2505 528014 9933

The Companys letter says
that the Company has disclosed on one of its websites that

of horizontal gas wells have been drilled and completed in and near

municipalities and the water use has not been found to impact water available for residential

municipal agricu11 or industrial users15

It should be noted that water availability is not the only issue of concern related to water

withdrawals XIX found this out when it applied for water withdrawal permit from the

Delaware River Basin CommissionDuring the hearing for that application and other water

withdrawal bearings the Commission heath that in addition to water supply availability

concernscitizens were concerned that water withdrawals for natural gas drilling would

threaten high-value trout streams threatened by water withdrawals for natural gas drilling in

Pennsy1vania4

WaDosaflssues

The Proposal requests disclosure ofany limitations which regional ...waste disposal issues

mayplace on operations or expansion

The Companys letter states that

the Supporting Statement requests dirclosure ofany limitations which regional

water szqpv or waste disposal irsues mayplace on operations or pwLckrnThe

Companys proxy statementfor its 2011 AnnualMeeting ofShareholders discusses

how the Company has reducedfre.chwater use inPiceance Colorado and installed

freabnentsystentr to enable the Company to recycle water in the Man.ellur region.3

The Companys effiirts to reduce the use offresh water in the Piceance Basin are also

noted on the Companys websiteM In addition the Company has disclosed on one of

itcwebsites that 7tJhousand of horizontal gas wells have been drilled and completed

hr and near municipalit les and the water use has not been found to impact water

available for residential mzmicipaL agricultural or industrial users 5Finally as

141 Reilly June Oquaga Creek water withdrawal request draws flood of responses PressCónnects.corn

htt/ww.pressconnects.comfarticlef2OlIO6OIftEWSOl/106010415/Oquaga.Creek-water-withdrawal-request-

nsuood-onsesodysstabtcpnewsjtextFRONTPAGE AND Long Delaware River Basin Commission

hears comments on drilling concerns in Wayne County River Reporter
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stated above the Companys most-r cent Form 10-K contains nskfithtor regarding

potential changer in laws related to water use andthe Companys website and

Corporate Citizenship Report prode information on the Companys commitment to

rethice water use in the Fdraulicfracturing process

There is no mention of waste disposal issues in the Companys letter But waste disposal

issues are growing concern in the Marcellus Shale particularly in Pennsylvania In 2010 the

Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection DEP issued regulations that required

wastes from natural gas operalioflsbe treated to drinking water quality befbre being

dischargedto streams but facilities already permitted to take the waste were not affected by

this regulation The US Environmental Protection Agency and other scientists raised

concerns that these existing facilities e.g miniicipal treatment plants were not able to

remove all chemicals such as bromides chlorides metals and radioactive substances In April

2011 the state asked drilling companies to voluntarily stop disposing their waste at municipal

treatment plants.42

Although Marcellus shale gas drillers are now recycling more of their fluid wastes than ever it

was recently reported that bromide levels in Pennsylvania rivers are not experiencing

dramatic decline Stanley States director of water quality at the Pittsburgh Water and Sewer

Authority told the Associat ed Firers that he believes that municipal sewage irealmeat plants

have stopped taking the brine water but that other plants continue to do so think its still

going on States said of the dumping of frackingwastewater into rivers Self-regulation does

not work.43 Also the vohmtary ban on disposing of natural gas wastes in municipai

trealment plants did not pertain to non-Marcelius shale oil and gas wells ofwhich there are

thousands in the state

In addition to the problem of contrminants fim natural gas showing up in Pennsylvania

rivers there is the problem of where else to ship the wastes

There are vey injection
wells in Pennsylvania According to the Pittsbwgh 7Hbw7e

Pennsylvania has six active deep-injection disposal wells all in Somerset Clearfield Beaver

and Erie counties There have been many inquiries for new wells made to the u.s EPA
which oversees Pennsylvanias disposal wells but no developers bad applied as of July 2011

This is primarily because the geologic zonesthat are appropriate for waste injection in

Pennsylvania are curmntly being tapped for natural gas or are being used for underground gas

storage

As the amount of wastes generated byPennsylvania gas operators has climbed more and

more waste has been shipped to Ohio According to DEP records in the last six months of

142 Napsha May19 2011 Private firms poised to treat wastewater Pittsbiwgh Tribune.Review

http//www.pittsbirgbiivecom/xIittsburghtrlb/sj37873.htuz1

143 MsociatedPtess %4l1usgsil1msrecyc1ingmorewasteThnes.Trnehttp//IhethneS-tr1.1V3es31nOW
144 Pute JuIy52011 Pennsy1vaniafradngwatrbeindfsposedbiOhio.Pitt8berghTrbIIe-ReVieW

httpJ/www.piftsburghIive.cmhcIpittshirghtrib..14522htmixzz1mxvxD92v
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2010 natural gas operators produced 5.5 million barrels offluidwastes and sent 352 thousand

barrels to Ohio injection wells year later during the last halfof2OlI operators produced

10 mIllion barrels of waste and sent 1.7 million barrels to Ohio injection wek145

But recent spate
of earthquakes in eastern Ohio has been linked to the injection of drilling

wastewater and this poses potential problem for Marcellus shale operators

On January 12012 the Ohio Department of Natural Resources ODNR shut down four

injection wells near Youngstown for an indefinite period of time after magnitude 4.0

earthquake struck the area.6 ODNR then expanded its ban on brine-injection wells to all

wells within seven-mile radius of an injection well near the epicenter the earthquakes there

have been 11 earthquakes
in the Youngstown areawithin the past 10 months Then on

January 182012 the ODNR announced that it would not aWrove any new brine injection

ennits until it completed an injection well report.47 The report will include seriesof

recommendations to create set of new regulations
related to the waste injection wells48

On January 182012 Governor John Kasichs office said that some resliictions have already

been imposed on injection wells they will not be allowed to exceed 8000 feet in deptb and

injection wells can no longer be drilled into the Precambrian orbedroclç formation where

injection wells could trigger seismic activity.49

As seen from the chart below XTO sends the majoiity of wastewater from its Pennsylvania

Marceihis Shale gas wells to Ohio In the last six months of2Oll forty-eight percent 48%of

xro fluid wastes went to Ohio injection wells.50

145 Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Proteclion PA DEP Oil and Gas Reporting Websits Statewide

downloads SeambedMarcdllus Shale wells only PerioL July to December 2011 Data were sorted by disposal

method and waste disposal facility location

hups//www.paoilandgaereportindaiepa.us4blicmports/Mo1leSiWaSteIWasteByOPemtOr.aspZ

146 Schneider Jan 12012 Schneider Official Ohio fluid-injection wells cannot open in wake of quaks

cNN huJ/articles.cnn.co20l2.O101/us/us_ohio.eazthquake_l_sIroflg.earthquake-Strlkes-injeCtiOfl-

fluid_s.PMUS

147 Jan 182012 State halts injection weli permits Vindy News httpIIwww.viady.comFnewst20ljanl81state-

halts-injection-wdll-pennits/Pnw

148 Henkel IC Feb.19 2012 ODNR plans to implement new regulations on injectionwells

http//www.vindy.comFnews/2012IfŁW19fodnr-p1ans-to-implementnewrCgU1atiOns-flmobile

149 Jan 182012 State halts injection well perteits Vindy News hftp//www.vindy.coinlnewst20l2tjal8/stste-

halts-injection-well-pennits/nw

150 Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection PADEP Oil and Gas Reporting Website Waste Reports

by Operator Searched Marcellus Shale wells only Operator XTO Energy Peiiod July to December 2011 Data

were sorted by disposal method and waste disposal facility location

httpsi/www.paoilandg pox ng.stats.pa.us4ublicreports/ModulesWaste/WasteByOperator.aspx
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If regulations related to injection wells in Ohio are tightened Exxon may need to find

alternative wastâ disposal options for its wastes It will be competing with many other

Pennsylvania operators for space atthe limited waste disposal sites Since the Companys

letter did not address the issue of waste disposal it is not clear if the company has

contingency plan for disposing of its Marcdlius Shale waste or plant for waste disposal for its

other U.S operations.

Extent of Uncertainties And Worst-Case Analysis

In many instances the company mentions uncertainties about probabilities and

outcomes and when it does so it seldom ifever descnles the worst-case scenario and the

extent of uncertainties For instance its discussion of risk factors in its form 10K simply says

that the company rnRfr exposed to changes in law but does not discuss worst-case

scenarios in the US or elsewhere

The Conwanvs own meraer aarcement highlighted environmental reeulatorv concerns

striking indication that environmental concems regarding this issue could lead to

restrictive future regulations with the potential to dramatically influence natural gas

development using hydraulic fracturing was contained in the merger agreement between the

Company and shale gas heavyweight XIO Energy.XTO Energy has sizeable presence in

multiple shale plays in the United States for which hydraulic fracturing is the critically

essential tool for recovering reserves of natural gas For exampleprior to the acquisition

XTO Energy is reported to have had 280000 net acres under lease in the Marcellus Shale

Dd$Jn Pnacturhigand Brine Wastewaterfrom

WI

PA-a.scr -I.frac$wI

ce 1s 111 usss iuÆ
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with an inventory of 200-220 drilling locations.151 In Texass Bamett shale X1O had 277000

net acres under lease audwas reported by the Texas Railroad Commission to be the second

largestproducer of natural gas from the shale in 2008.152 Lithe Haynesville Shale of

Northwest Louisiana and East Texas bad 100000 acres unde lease.m

In December2009 ExxonMobil announced an agreement to acquire xro Energy

Inc in transaction valued at $41 biIIión ExxonMobil protected its riglt to back out of the

deal ifstate or federal regulations
siniflcantly

restrict hydraulic fracturing rendering it illegal

or conunerciafly impracticable.5 The Company seemedto recognize substantial risk

associatedwith po fly increased regulation associated with environmental concerns

regarding this technology

The Company sought to downplay the significance of this provision asserting in

media reports that this was just routine disclaimer But other experts have said that this

language appears imique For example according to the Wall Street Journal56

Willinm Hederman senior vice president of energy policy for Concept Capital

Washington research group that advises institutional investors said until the Exxon

XTO disclosures he had never seen warnings about the political risks involving

frackin

The MALaw Prof blog similarly notes the unusual character of this provision

Fracking appears not once but twice in the carve-outs to the carve-outs of the

MAE Acquisitions Exemption so important is it to the deal What

the.parties have done here is that they have taken the MAE definition which is

typically written to leave foreseeable risks with the buyer and unforeseeable risks

with th seller and left foreseeable and entirely likely risk with the seller So in

the event something freaky happens that no one could have foreseen the buyer is

able to walk away On the other hand if there is foreseeable event one that

presumably the buyer could price into the transaction then the buyer remains in

the hook for close the transaction Now spokesman for Exxon says that the

deal is subject to number of customary provisions for transaction of this

nature

151 httpf/sba1e.tpepaLconthnarceIIussha1e/xto-energy/

152 http//sbale.typepad.con/baznettsbabeto.energy/

153 he //sbale.tvecvad.comihaynesvilleshalelxto.energy/

154

41-bilhion-2009-12

155 Russell Gold Exxon Can Cancel Deal If lidiliug Method is Resizicted The Wall Street Journal December16

2009 available at

httpdIon1ine.wsj.conilartic1e/SB100014240527487035

ænctnring

156 htqww.rigzone.conewslarticleaspajdg4275
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True enough but dare say the fact that the parties foresee the risk of legislative

changes specific to the business and have written them into the MAE is not quite

custoinaty
157

The unique character of the ExxonMobil-XTO merger agreement clause lends weiglitto

Proponents contention that the Company should provide more detailed discussion of risks

and preventive measures to help ensure shareholders that it is ciently prepared to respond

to both the prospect and reality of regulatory chiusges

The Companys actions do not compare favorably to the cited Staff precedents where

substantial Implementation has been found to have occurred

The Company cites other giniibnproposals where company reporting addressed the

àssential objectives of the proposal Examination of those precedents shows that the

Companys reporting does not live up to those precedents For instance Procter Gamble

August 42011 substantial implementation was found to exist in request for water policy

based on tiN principles Inihat instance the company had applied the UN principles to

develop its own policy InAlcoa Inc February 22009 the companys climate reporting

compared favocobly to the requested report on global warming In the child labor practices

cases Caterpillar Inc March 112008 and Gap Inc March 162001 the companies bad

addressed the core elements of the proposals on child labor practices

More irnilarto the current matter is the Staff decision in Clze.sapeake Company April 13

2010 In that cas similarproposal on natural gas exlraction and hydraulic fracturing was at

issue As in the present matter the Company asserted that their web publications constituted

substantial implementation of the proposal In that instance the companys web

publications were far more extensive than those published by Exxon MobiL The proponents

argued that the Proposal could not be substantially implemented if the company both failed to

address most of the core issues raised by the proposal and also asserted that the company had

published misleading information flirtherundennining the notion ofsubstantial

implementation The staff concluded that despite much larger volume of writing by the

company on hydraulic fracturingthe matter was not substantially implemented in the

proposal could not be excluded

CONCLUSION

The Commissionhas made it clear that under Rule l4a-8g that the burden is on

the company to demonstrate that it is entitled to exclude prOposaL The Company has

not met that burden that the Proposal is excludable under Rule 14a-8iXlO

Therefore we request that the Staff inform the Company that the SEC proxy rules

require denial of the Companys no-action request In the event that the Staff should
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decide to concur with the Company we respectfully request an opportunity to confer with

the Staff

Please call me at 413 549-7333 with respect to any questions in connection with

this matter or if the Staff wishes any further information

2$
Sanford Lewis

Attorney at Law

cc Park Foundation

James Parsons Exxon Mobil
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Attaebment

Text of the Shareholder Proposal
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Impacts of Hydraulic Fracturing Operitions

ExxonMobil Corporation

2012

Whereas

The use of hydraulic fracturing in natural gas drilling has become highly controversiaL

Proponents are concerned aboutregulatoiy legal reputatronal and financial risks-associated

with the environmental health and social impacts of fracturing operations

Concern about water sources toxic chemicals and wastewater has led to new regulations

in several states and proposed federal legislation Explosions contmnination incidents

and millions of dollars in fines demonstrate that things can and do go wrong For

example media reports that in Pennsylvania officials ..have cited energy companies for

more than 2500 violations associated with fracturing practices and collected $25.7

million in fines since 2008

More than 250 health care professionals and medical societies warned New York

Governor Cuomo that the state failed to analyze public health impacts of hydraulic

fracturing iii its rush to approve permits for drilling The medical professionals cite

evidence in Texas Wyoming Louisiana North Dakota and Pennsylvania which finds

worsening health metrics among neighbors of gas wells and related infrastructure The

onset of symptoms and drilling frequently coincided

Negative local impacts are straining community resources and generating opposition to

fracturing operations According to an MSCI report the expansion of oil and gas

activities into areas previously untouched by the industry will continue to face fierce

opposition from the community unless companies adequately manage environmental

impacts and community health concernsthrough communication and adoption of best

environmental practices

In this climates companies risk increased regulatory and legal risks or bans on fracturing

operations outright Pittsburgh banned natural gas drilling within city limits New York

State imposed moratorium Maryland banned drilling until the conclusion of two-year

study

ltesolveŁ Shareholders request that the Board ofDirectors prepare report to investors by

September2012 at reasonable cost and excluding confidential or legally prejudicial data on

the short-term and long-term risks toExxonMobil operations finances and gas exploration

associated with community concerns known regulatory impacts moratoriums and public

opposition to hydraulic fracturing and related natural gas development

Siqporthzg staiemenb Such report should at aminimumsummarize for the prior two fiscal

years with regard to hydraulic fracturing and related infrastructure
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any substantial community opposition to the companys maintenance or expansion of

particular operations such as permitting and drilhin

government enforcement actions including allegations of violations

total aggregate government fines on an annual basis

facility shutdown orders license suspensions ormoratoriums on licensing explorntion

or operations

On forward-looking basis the report should identify

communities where substantial oppÆsitionto permitting or drilling or maintenance or

expansion of operations is anticipated

financial or operational risb to particular operations facilities and plans from

proposed federal or state laws or regulations including moratoriUms on fracking

any limitations which regional water supply orwaste disposal issues mayplace on

operations orexpansion

In the event of uncertainty about probabilities or outcomes the report should at miniminn

describe the worst-case scenario and the extent of uncertainties



Exxon Mobil Copoiatlon James Pataons

5959 Las Conas Boulevard Coordinator

lMng Texas 75039-2298 Corporate Secuntles Finance

972 444 1478 Telephone

912 444 1488 FacsImile

EJonMobil

Januaiy 23 2012

VIA E-MAIL

Office of Chief Counsel

Division of Corporation Finance

Securities and Exchange Commission

100 Street NE

Washington DC 20549

Re Exxon Mobil Corporation

Shareholder Proposal ofAs You Sow et al

Exchange Act of 1934Rule 14a-8

Ladies and Gentlemen

This letter is to inform you that Exxon Mobil Corporation the Company3 intends to omit

from its proxy statement and form of proxy for its 2012 Annual Meeting of Shareholders

collectively the 2012 Proxy Materials shareholder proposal the Proposal and

statements in support thereof the Supporting Statement received from As You Sow on

behalf of the Park Foundation and also from the following additional proponents the

Missionary Oblates of Mary immaculate the Unitarian Universalist Service Committee the

Benedictine Sisters Boerne Texas The Brainerd Foundation Zevin Asset Management

LLC on behalf of The John Maher Trust First Affinnacive Financial Network LLC on

behalf of Izetta Smith and the Benedictine Sisters of Mount St Scholastica the

Proponents

Pursuant to Rule 14a-8j we have

filed this letter with the Securities and Exchange Commission the

Commission no later than eighty 80 calendar days before the Company

intends to file its definitive 2012 Proxy Materials with the Commission and

concurrently sent copies of this correspondence to the Proponents

Rule 14a-8k and Staff Legal Bulletin No 14D Nov 72008 SLB 14D provide that

shareholder proponents are required to send companies copy of any correspondence that

the proponents elect to submit to the Commission or the staff of the Division of Corporation

Finance the Staff Accordingly we are taking this opportunity to inform the Proponents

that if the Proponents elect to submit additional correspondence to the Commission or the
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Staff with respect to this Proposal copy of that correspondence should be furnished

concurrently to the undersigned on behalf of the Company pursuant to Rule 14a-8k and

SLB 14D

THE PROPOSAL

The Proposal states

Shareholders request that the Board of Directors prepare report to investors

by September 2012 at reasonable cost and excluding confidential or legally

prejudicial data on the short-term and long-term risks to the companys

operations finances and gas exploration associated with community concerns

known regulatory impacts moratoriums and public opposition to hydraulic

fracturing and related natural gas development

copy of the Proposal as well as related correspondence with the Proponents is attached to

this letter as Exhibit

BASIS FOR EXCLUSION

We hereby respectfully request that the Staff concur in our view that the Proposal may be

excluded from the 2012 Proxy Materials pursuant to Rule 14a-8il0 because the Company

has substantially implemented the Proposal

ANALYSIS

The Proposal May Be Properly Excluded Pursuant To Rule 14a-8iiO Because

The Company Has Substantially implemented The Proposal

Rule 14a-8il0 permits company to exclude shareholder proposal from its proxy

materials if the company has substantially implemented the proposal The Commission

stated in 1976 that the predecessor to Rule 4a-8i 10 was designed to avoid the

possibility of shareholders having to consider matters which already have been favorably

acted upon by the management Exchange Act Release No 12598 July 1976 the 1976

Release Originally the Staff narrowly interpreted this predecessor rule and granted no-

action relief only when proposals were fully effected by the company See Exchange Act

Release No 19135 Oct 14 1982 By 1983 the Commission recognized that the previous

formalistic application of Rule defeated its purpose because proponents were

successfully convincing the Staff to deny no-action relief by submitting proposals that

differed from existin company policy by only few words Exchange Act Release No

20091 at 1I.E.6 Aug 16 1983 the 1983 Release Therefore in 1983 the
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Commission adopted revision to the rule to permit the omission of proposals that had been

substantially implemented 1983 Release

Applying this standard the Staff has noted that determination that the company has

substantially implemented the proposal depends upon whether companys particular

policies practices and procedures compare favorably with the guidelines of the proposal

Texaco Inc avail Mar 28 1991 In other words substantial implementation under

Rule 14a-8iXIO requires companys actions to have satisfactorily addressed the

proposals essential objective See e.g Exelon Corp avail Feb 26 2010 Anheuser

Busch Cos inc avail Jan 17 2007 ConAgra Foods Inc avail Jul 2006 Johnson

Johnson avail Feb 17 2006 Talbots Inc avail Apr 2002 Masco Corp avail

Mar 29 1999 Thus when company can demonstrate that it has already taken actions to

address each element of shareholder proposal the Staff has concurred that the proposal has

been substantially implemented See e.g Exxon Mobil Corp avail Mar 23 2009 The

Gap Inc avail Mar 1996

As detailed below the Company has substantially implemented the Proposal as result of

the extensive information it already has made public with respect to the community

concerns known regulatory impacts moratoriums and public opposition to hydraulic

fracturing and related natural gas development In this regard the Company has taken

numerous steps to provide information to shareholders and the general public on the

Companys hydraulic fracturing operations and associated environmental concerns and

regulatory framework This information can be found in several locations including the

Companys website other websites that the Company sponsors and in case study on

natural gas and hydraulic fracturing contained in the Companys 2010 annual Corporate

Citizenship Report the Companys primary report on environmental and similar issues.3

See http//.exxonmobil.com/Coporate/energv_production hf.aspx

See the Companys About Natural Gas website at http//www.aboutnaturalgas.com/

and ExxonMobil Perspectives Facts on the hydraulic fracturing process athttp11/06/1 7/facts-hvdrau1ic-fracturin-proces

See

httnlwww .exxcrnmanl coma uitcommuniw ccr 20 t0.txIf
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The Company also has publicly provided extensive information about each of the more than

390 hydraulic fracturing wells it operates in the United States.4

The Proposal requests that the
report

detail the risks to the Companys operations associated

with community concerns and public opposition to hydraulic fracturing and related

natural gas development The information contained on the Companys website and in the

Companys Corporate Citizenship Report identifies and discusses the potential

environmental impacts of the Companys fracturing operations including

Groundwater protection

Transparency regarding the composition of fracturing fluids and

Water use and disposal

This information discloses the Companys efforts to minimize the risk of any environmental

impact including the Companys use of recycled water in the fracturing process and the

Companys commitment to using the smallest amount of fluid additives needed to be safe

and effective As noted on the Companys website5 the Company further demonstrates its

commitment to keep the public informed by providing information to the FracFocus database

for fracturing fluid ingredients jointly sponsored by the Ground Water Protection Council

and the Interstate Oil and Gas Compact Commission.6 This database provides means for

the industry to voluntarily supply data with respect to the use of hydraulic fracturing

chemicals in centralized location available to the public In addition Rex Tillerson the

Companys Chairman and Chief Executive Officer addressed public concerns about

hydraulic fracturing at the 2011 Annual Meeting of Shareholders.7

The Proposal also requests that the report detail the risks to the Companys operations

associated with known regulatory impacts The information contained on the Companys

See http//fracfocus.org/

See http//www.exxonmobiLcorn/Corrstefnews_seches_20 111012 aDs.aspx

See htw//fracfocus.ora/

See hu//ww.dal1asnews.com/business/energy/20l 10525-exxon-ceo-defends-natural-

gasdril1ing.against-activistswarnings.eee
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website and in the Companys Corporate Citizenship Report already discloses how the

Company works with state and multi-state entities to address concerns establish regulatory

frameworks and implement industry consensus on best management policies concerning

hydraulic fracturing This information also summarizes the policy options the Company has

adopted above and beyond regulatory requirements to reduce or eliminate potential adverse

impacts which include

Assuring that oil and gas resources are separated from groundwater by impermeable

rock and using appropriately cemented surface casing

Supporting the disclosure of ingredients used in hydraulic fracturing fluid including

disclosure on site-specific basis and working with industry associations to develop

comprehensive policy and

Committing to reduce water use and to recycle water where possible consistent with

our broader approach to water management.8

As detailed below we also believe that the Company has substantially implemented the

Proposal with respect to the information requested by the Proposals Supporting Statement

The Supporting Statement requests summary of any substantial community opposition to

the companys maintenance or expansion of particular operations such as permitting and

drilling It also requests the identification of any communities where substantial

opposition to permitting or drilling or maintenance or expansion of operations is

anticipated The Companys website contains discussion about opposition to hydraulic

fracturing including opposition in Southiake Texas which resulted in the denial of two well

site permits for the Companys subsidiary XTO Energy Inc.9 The Company will further

disclose any future community opposition or anticipated community opposition that it

believes to be material to its investors The Company has determined that the opposition it

currently experiences or anticipates is not material to its investors because the opposition

does not impede the Companys overall business Based on the statements on the

The Company applies the same overall approach to water management in fracturing as in

other aspects of its operations as described in the Freshwater Management section of

the Corporate Citizenship Report at

hupI/www.exxonmobil.comlCorporate/IrnPOrtS/CCr2Ol 0/pdfcommunitv ccr 201 0.pdf

Se hun/Iwww.exxonmobil.comlCorporatefleWS steeches_2OI 10614 iwiliiams.asDx
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Companys website and because the Company has nothing further material to report about

community opposition to hydraulic fracturing we believe the Company has substantially

implemented the Supporting Statements provisions relating to community opposition

The Supporting Statement also requests summary of government enforcement actions

including allegations of violations total aggregate government fines on an annual basis

facility shutdown orders license suspensions or moratoriums on licensing exploration

or operations The Company has not been subject to any governmental fines facility

shutdown orders or license suspensions related to hydraulic fracturing and it is not aware of

any government enforcement actions against it related to hydraulic fracturing Therefore the

Company has nothing to disclose on these topics In the case of moratoriums on licensing

exploration or operations the Companys website provides summary about moratoriums

and identifies cities states and countries that have placed moratorium on hydraulic

fracturing or banned it New York state Pittsburgh Quebec France Germany and South

Africa.10 The Companys website also discusses the negative economic impacts that New

York states moratorium on hydraulic fracturing has caused.11

The Supporting Statement requests that the Company identify any financial or operational

risks to particular operations facilities and plans from proposed federal or state laws or

regulations including moratoriums on fracking The Company included risk factor in its

Form 10-K for the year ended December 31 2010 regarding the risks posed by laws and

regulations

Regulatory and litigation rLilis Even in countries with well-developed legal

systems where ExxonMobil does business we remain exposed to changes in

law including changes that result from international treaties and accords that

could adversely affect our results such as increases in taxes or government

royalty rates including retroactive claims price controls changes in

environmental regulations or other laws that increase our cost of compliance

or reduce or delay available business opportunities including changes in laws

related to offshore drilling operations water use or hydraulic fracturing

adoption of regulations mandating the use of alternative fuels or

uncompetitive fuel components government actions to cancel contracts or

10 Id

See http//www.exxonmobilperspectives.com/2Ol Ill 1122/some-new-york-residents-

cross-the-border-for-iobsf
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renegotiate terms unilaterally and expropriation Legal remedies available to

compensate us for expropriation or other takings may be inadequate

In addition various industry websites provide detailed information on the hydraulic

fracturing process and perceived risks2

Finally the Supporting Statement requests disclosure of any limitations which regional

water supply or waste disposal issues may place on operations or expansion The

Companys proxy statement for its 2011 Annual Meeting of Shareholders discusses how the

Company has reduced freshwater use in Piceance Colorado and installed treatment systems

to enable the Company to recycle water in the Marcellus region3 The Companys efforts to

reduce the use of fresh water in the Piceance Basin are also noted on the Companys
14 In addition the Company has disclosed on one of its websites that

of horizontal gas wells have been drilled and completed in and near municipalities and the

water use has not been found to impact water available for residential municipal agricultural

or industrial users.15 Finally as stated above the Companys most-recent Form 10-K

contains risk factor regarding potential changes in laws related to water use and the

Companys website and Corporate Citizenship Report provide information on the

Companys commitment to reduce water use in the hydraulic fracturing process

The information contained on the Companys website and in the Companys Corporate

Citizenship Report speaks directly to the issues raised in the Proposal In addition the

Company has either publicly disclosed information responsive to each element of the

Supporting Statement or concluded that it has nothing to report based on its determination

that the information is not material to its investors because it will not have an appreciable

impact on the Companys overall operations The Company believes the level of detail it has

provided is appropriate taking into account that hydraulic fracturing is but one of many

12 See e.g http//www.energvindepth.org/iustthe-facts/

http//www.ai.orWpolicv/exploration/hvdrau1icfracturirwJ

13 The Companys proxy statement for its 2011 Annual Meeting of Shareholders is

available at http//ir.exxonmobiLcomfDhoenix.zhtmlc 5024Dirol-sec

14 See lntp//www.exxonmobiliom/Corporateenergyproduction mzstpiceance.aspx

IS
http//www.aboutnaturaigas.comlcontent/technok

tluiW
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operational practices within its global business for which potential risks must be carefully

managed and the operational risks involved in hydraulic fracturing are not different in kind

or scope from the kinds of risks the Company manages daily in wide variety of its business

activities Thus we believe the information the Company already provides to the public

compares favorably with what would be achieved under the Proposal and therefore meets the

essential objective of the Proposal

The Staff has on numerous occasions concurred with the exclusion of proposals similar to the

Proposal where the company had already published report addressing the essential

objectives of the proposal See e.g. The Procter Gamble Company avail Aug 2010

concurring with the exclusion of proposal requesting water policy based on United

Nations principles when the company had already adopted its own water policy Aetna Inc

avail Mar 27 2009 concurring with the exclusion of proposal requesting report

describing the companys policy responses to concerns about gender and insurance when the

company had published paper addressing such issues Alcoa Inc avail Feb 2009

concurring with the exclusion of proposal requesting report on global warming when the

company had already prepared report on climate change and environmental sustainability

Caterpillar Inc avail Mar 11 2008 same The Gap Inc avail Mar 16 2001

concurring with the exclusion of proposal requesting report on child labor practices of

suppliers when the company had established code of vendor conduct monitored

compliance published information relating
thereto and discussed labor issues with

stockholders Accordingly for the reasons set forth above the Proposal may be excluded

from the Companys 2012 Proxy Materials under Rule 14a-8il0 as substantially

implemented

CONCLUSION

Based upon the foregoing analysis we respectfully request that the Staff concur that it will

take no action if the Company excludes the Proposal from its 2012 Proxy Materials

We would be happy to provide you with any additional information and answer any

questions that you may have regarding this subject If we can be of any further assistance in
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311 CaIlfo 5treec Sufte 510 w.asyousoworg

San ftaneco CA 94104 BOJI.DNG SAIE jUST AND SUSWNAOLE WORLD SINCE 1992

December14 2011

Mr David Rosenthal

Secretary

Exxon Mobil Corporation

5959 l.as Cobnas Boulevard

Irving TX 75039-2298

Dear Mr Rosenthal

As You Sow is non-profit organization whose mission is to promote corporate responsibility We are

hereby authorized to notify you of our intention to file the enclosed shareholder resolution with Exxon

Mobil Corporation on behalf of the Park Foundation

As You Sow submits this shareholder proposal for inclusion In the 2012 proxy statement in accordance

with Rule 14a-8 of the General Rules and Regulations of the Securities and Exchange Act of 1934 17
C.F.R 24D.14a-8 The Park Foundation holds more than $2000 of Exxon Mobil Corporation stock

acquired more than one year prior to the filing date and held continuously for that time The Park

Foundation will remain Invested in this position continuously through the date of the 2012 annual

meeting Authorization for As You Sow to act on behalf of the Park Foundation and proof of share

ownership is enclosed

Please forward any correspondence relating to this matter to As You Sow and not to the Park

Foundation

Similarly As You Sow as the representative of the Park Foundation will be the lead filer and primary

contact for other co-filers of this resolution

As you may recall we spoke with the company several months ago on this issue and would be glad to

resume that dialogue if you feel that our concerns have been addressed since then However because

of the impending deadline for resolutions and our need to protect our rights as shareholders we are

filing the enclosed resolution for inclusion in the proxy statement for vote at the next stockholders

meeting We will be glad to consider withdrawing the resolution once we have more substantive

dialogue with the company on these important financial health and environmental issues

We would appreciate receiving confirmation of receipt of this letter via email

Sincerely

Michael Passoif

Senior Strategist

As You Sow

ORIWr tc SD

Ia%Jq
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Alesha Cummings Unitarian Universalist Service Committee

Olivia Grugan Middlebury College

Sonia Kowal Zevin Asset Management

Sr Susan Mika Socially Responsible Investment Coalition

Shelley Moskowitz Unitarian Universalist Service Committee

Sr Nora Nash Sisters of St Francis of Philadelphia

Mary OHerron Missionary Oblates of Mary Immaculate USA

Marcela PleuRa Walden Asset Management

Tim Smith Walden Asset Management

Holly Testa First Affirmative Financial Network

Julie Wakoty Interfaith Center on Corporate Responsibility

Enclosure
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Whereas

The use of hydraulic fracturing in natural gas drilling has become highly controversial

Proponents are concerned about regulatory legal reputational and financial risks

associated with the environmental health and social impacts of fracturing operations

Concern about water sources toxic chemicals and wastewater has led to new

regulations in several states and proposed federal legislation Explosions contamination

incidents and millions of dollars infines demonstrate that things can and do go wrong

For example media reports that in Pennsylvania officials...have cited energy

companies for more than 2500 violatIons associated with fracturing practices and

collected $25.7 million in fines since 2008

More than 250 health care professionals and medical societies warned New York

Governor Cuomo that the state failed to analyze public health impacts of hydraulic

fracturing in its rush to approve permits for drilling The medical professionals cite

evidence in Texas Wypmlng Louisiana North Dakota and Pennsylvania which finds

worsening health metrics among neighbors of gas weHs and related infrastructure The

onset of symptoms and drilling frequently coincided

Negative local impacts are straining community resources and generating opposition to

fracturing Operations According to an MSCI report the expansion of oil and gas

activities into areas previously untouched by the industry will continue to face fierce

opposition from the community unless companies adequately manage environmental

impacts and community health concerns through communication and adoption of best

environmental practices

in this climate companies risk increased regulatory and legal risks or bans on fracturing

operations outright Pittsburgh banned natural gas drilling within city limits New York

State imposed moratorium Maryland banned drilling until the conclusion of two-

year study

Resolved Shareholders request that the Board of Directors prepare report to

investors by September2012 at reasonable cost and excluding confidential or legally

prejudicial data on the short-term and long-term risks to the companys operations

finances and gas exploration associated with community concerns known regulatory

impacts moratoriums and public opposition to hydraulic fracturing and related natural

gas development

Supporting statement Such report should at minimum summarize for the prior two

fiscal years with regard to hydraulic fracturing and related infrastructure

any substantial commun4y opposition to the companys maintenance or

expansion of particular operations such as permitting and driIting



government enforcement actions including allegations of violations

total aggregate government fines on an annual basis

facility shutdown orders license suspensions or moratoriums on licensing

exploration or operations

On forward-looking basis the report should identify

communities where substantial opposition to permitting or drilling or

maintenance or expansion of operations is anticipated

financial or operational risks to particular operations facilities and plans from

proposed federal or state laws or regulations including moratoriums on fracldng

any limitations which regional water supply or waste disposal Issues may place

on operations or expansion

in the event of uncertainty about probabilities or outcomes the report should at

minimum describe the worst-case scenario and the extent of uncertainties



December 14 201.1

Michael Passoff

Senior Program Director

CorpOrate Social Responsibility Program

As You Sow

311 CalifornIa SI Suite 510

San Frandsco CA 94104

Dear Mr Passoff

The Park Foundation hereby authorles As You SOw to file shareholder resolution on our behalf at

Exxon Mobil Corporation and that It be included in the proxy statement in accordance with Rule 14-aS of

the General Rules and Regulations of the Securities and Exchange Act of 1934

The Park Foundation Is the owner of more than 2000 worth of stock that has been held continuously

for over year The Park Foundation Intends to hold the stock through the date of the companys annual

meeting in 2012

The Park Foundation gives As You Sow the authority to deal on our behallwrth any and afl aspects of the

shareholder resolution The Park Foundation understands that our name may appear on the companys

proxy statement as the filer of the aforementioned resolution

Sincerely

Park Foundation

Park Fudatjv P.O Box SSC likaco York 1485
1i 607/272-9fl4 Fax 6071Z72-6057

1OO%go fle
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Missionary Oblates of Mary immaculate

hstlce.Peace integitv of Creation Office United States Provlnc

December 132013
SHAREHOLDER PROPOSAL

DEC 13 2011

Mr David Rosenthal

Vice President-Investor Relations and Secretary
SHARES_

Exxon MobilCorporadon
iT10N DSR QM

5959 Las Colinas Boulevard .1EP 0GI4 $MD

liiiing TX 75039-2298 FAX 972-444-1505

Dear Mr Rosenthal

The Missionary Oblates of Mazy Immaculate are religious order ut the Roman Catholic tradition with

over 4000 members and missionaries in more than 70 countries throughout the world We are members

of the Interfaith Center on Corporate Responslbilitya coalition of 275 faith-based institutional investors

denominations ordets-pension fluids healtbcare corporations foundations publishing companies and

dioccses whose combined assets exceed $100 billion Wc are the beneficial owners of 12903 shares in

ExonMobil nd have held them for at least one year Verification of our ownership of this stock is

enclosed We plan to hold these shares at least until the annual meeting

am writing you on behalf ofthe Missionary Obtates of Mary Immaculate to co-file the stockholder

resolution on Hydraulic Fracturing in briØf the proposal states Shareholders request that the Board of

Directors prepare report to investors by September2012 at reasonable cost and mcfuding confidential

or legally prejudicial dats on the sbort-tenn and long-tenu risks to the companys operations finances

and gas exploration associated with community concerns known regulatoey impacts moratorhuns and

public opposition to hydraulic fractwing and related natural gas development

am hereby authorized to notify you of our intention to co-file this shareholder proposal with As You

Sow submit it for inclusion ht the proxy statement for consideration and action by the shrueholders at

the 2012 annual meeting in accordance with Rule 14-a-8 of the General Rules and Regulations of the

Securities and lixohanga Act of 1934 representative of the shareholders will attend the annual meeting

to move the resolution as required by SEC rules

We hope that the company will be willing to dialogue with the filers about this proposaL Please note that

the contact person for this resolntionproposal will be Michael Passoff of As You Sow who can be

reached at 4153913212 32 oratmicMe1@asvonsow.org If agreement is reached Michael Passoff as

spokesperson for the primary filer is authorized to withdraw the resolution on our bebalf

If you have any questions or concerns on this please do not hesitate to contact mc

Sincerely

Rev Sdamus Finn OMI Director

Justice Peace and Integrity of Creation Office

Missionary Oblates of Mazy Immaculate

United States Province

391 MichIgan Ave NE ED Washington DC 200170 Tel 202-52945050 Fac 202-S29-4572

Website www.omlusajpicorg
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Rydraulic Fracturing Exxon Mobil 2012

Whenas
The use of hydraulic fracturing in natural gas drilling has become highlyccntroversial Proponents are

concomed about regulatory legal reputaliocal and financial risks associated with the environmental

health and social impacts of fracturing operations

Concern about water sources toxic chemicals and wastewater has led to new regulations in several states

and proposed federal legislation Explosions contamination incidents and millions of dollars in fines

demonstrate that things can and do go wrong For example media reports that in Pcnsylvania

ofllcials...havc cited energy companies for more than 2500 violations associated with fracturing

practices and collected $25.7 million in fines since 2008

More than 250 health care professionals and medical sociclies wemedNew York Governor Cuomo that

the state failed to analyze public health impacts of hydraulic fracturing init rush to apiwo permits for

drilling The medical zofessiooaIs cite evidence in Texas Wyoming Louisiana North Dakota and

Pennsylvania which finds worsening health metrics among neighbors of gas wells and related

infrastructure The onset of symptoms and drilling frequently coincided

Negative local impacts are straining conunwilty resources and generating opposuion to fracturing

operations According to MSCIreport the expansion of oil gas activities into areas previously

untouched by the industry will continue to face fierce opposition from the community unless companies

adequately manage environmental impacts and community health concerns through communication and

adoption of best environmental practice

In this climate companies risk increased regulatory and legal risks or bans on fracturing operations

outright Pittsburgh banned natural gas drilling within city limits New York State imposed moratorium

Maryland banned drilling until the conclusion ofa two-year study

Reselve Shareholders request that the Board oDfrectors prepare report to investors by September

20U at reasonable cost and excluding confidential or legally prejudicial data on the short-term and long

teim risks to the companys operations finances and gas exploration associated with community

concerns known regulatory impacts moratoriums and public opposition to hydraulic fracturing and

related natural gas development

Siqrporilag stemeat Such report should at minimum summarize for the prior two fiscal years with

regard to hydraulic fracturing and related infrastructure

any substantial community opposition to the companys maintenance or expansion of particular

operations such as pçnnitting and drilling

government enforcement actions inchrding allgations of violations

total aggregate government fines on an annual basis

facility shutdown orders license suspensions or moratoriums on licensing exploration or

oons
On forward-looking basis the report should idendfT

communities where substantial opposition to permitting or drilling or maintenance or expansion

of operations is anticipated

financial or operational risks to particular operations facilities and plans from proposed federal

or state laws or regulations including moratoriums on fracking

any limitations which regional water suppy.or
waste disposal issues may place on operations or

eitpansion

In the event of uncertainty about probabilities or outcomes the report should at minimum describe the

worst-case scenario and.the extent of uncertainties

Iii
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December 13 2011

1ey Seatnis Finn

Mssrnnary Oblates otMary Immaculate

Justice and Peace Office United States ProVince

391 MichiganAvenue NE
WaShlngtonDC 20017-1516

DearFatherPinn

The United States Province of Missionary Oblates of Mary Immaculate owns 12.903 shares of

exxon Mobil -andhas owned these shares for at least one year These shares axe izald in nominee

isnie in the MIT Banks account at the Depbsitoxy TruatCompany MIT Investoent Gonp Is

an affiliate of MIT Bank DTC number 0990

Please dont hesitate to call me with any qrestions

Very truly youra

Assistant VlcePresident

Custody Administration

410.5452765

p.HOLDR
PROPO



SHAREHOLDER PROPOSAL

DEC14 2011

December 142011 NO OF SHARES____________
D$TRIBtJTON DSR RME RAt

Mr David Rosenthal
LIB JEP DGH SMD

Corporate Secretary

Exxon Mobil Corporation

5959 Las Colinas Boulevard

living TX 75039

Dear Mr Rosenthal

For more than 70 years UUSC has advanced human rights and social justice in the

United States and internationally In order to pursue these goals we partner with

number of grassroots organizations around the world Representatives of these

partners tell us of the great need for global corporations to adopt and implement

company-wide policies and practices which protect human rights and the just treatment

of employees and which also sustain the environment

We also support transparency by companies regarding their corporate responsibility

policies programs and implementation plans

The Unitarian Universalist Service Committee UUSC is the beneficial owner of 76

shares of Exxon Mobil stock We have owned over $2000 worth of Exxon Mobil stock

for more than year Further it is our intent to hold greater than $2000 in market value

through the next annual meeting of Exxon Mobil We wilt be pleased to provide

additional proof of ownership from our sub-custodian DTC participate upon request

This resolution is submitted for inclusion in the 2012 proxy statement under Rule 14a-8

of the general rules and regulations of the Securities and Exchange Act of 1934 This

resolution is identical to the one filed by As You Sow Michael Passoff of As You Sow

will be our lead filer and he can be contacted at As You Sow 311 California Street Ste

510 San Francisco CA 94104415.391.3212 ext 32 or viaernail at

michaekasvousow.ora We are co-filing this resolution with As You Sow as the primary

filer and therefore deputize As You Sow to act on our behalf in the withdrawal of this

resolution

Please copy Timothy Smith of Walden Asset Management 617-726-7155 or

tsmithäbostontrust.com our investment manager with any correspondence

Sincerely

Constance Ka

Chief Operations Officer

UNITARIAN UNIVERSALIST SERVICE COMMITTEE

689 Massachusetts Avenue .Cambridge MA 01139-3302 617-868-6600 fax 617-868-7102

www.uusc.org

uusc



SUAREHOLDER PROPOSAl

DEC 142011
impacts of Hydraulic Fracturing Exxon Mobil 2012

NO OF SHIIRES

Whereas
DISTRIBUTION RME

The use of hydraulic fracturing in natural gas drilling has become highly controversi SMO

Proponents are concerned about regulatory legal reputational and financial risks

associated with the enwronmentat health and social impacts of fracturing operations

Concern about water sources toxic chemicals and wastewater has led to new

regulations in several states and proposed federal legislation Explosions contamination

incidents and millions of dollars in fines demonstrate that things can and do go wrong

For example media reports that in Pennsylvania officials...have cited energy

companies for more than 2500 violations associated with fracturing practices and

collected $25.7 million in fines since 2008

More than 250 health care professionals and medical societies warned New York

Governor Cuomo that the state failed to analyze public health impacts of hydraulic

fracturing in its rush to approve permits for drilling The medical professionals cite

evidence in Texas Wyoming Louisiana North Dakota and Pennsylvania which finds

worsening health metrics among neighbors of gas wells and related infrastructure The

onset of symptoms and drilling frequently coincided

Negative local impacts are straining community resources and generating opposition to

fracturing operations According to an MSCI report the expansion of oil and gas

activities into areas previously untouched by the industry will continue to face fierce

opposition from the community unless companies adequately manage environmental

impacts and community health concerns through communication and adoption of best

environmental practices

In this climate companies risk increased regulatory and legal risks or bans on fracturing

operations outright Pittsburgh banned natural gas drilling within city limits New York

State imposed moratorium Maryland banned drilling until the conclusion of two-

year study

Resolved Shareholders request that the Board of Directors prepare report to

investors by September 2012 at reasonable cost and excluding confidential or legally

prejudicial data on the short-term and long-term risks to the companys operations

finances and gas exploration associated with community concerns known regulatory

impacts moratoriums and public opposition to hydraulic fracturing and related natural

gas development

Supporting statement Such report should at minimum summarize for the prior two

fiscal years with regard to hydraulic fracturing and related infrastructure

any substantial community opposition to the companys maintenance or

expansion of particular operations such as permitting and drilling



SHAREHOIJ PROPOSAL

DEC 14
2011

government enforcement actions including allegations of

total aggregate government fines on an annual basis UB jp SMO

facility shutdown orders license suspensions or moratoriums on licensing

exploration or operations

On forward-looking basis the report should identify

communities where substantial opposition to permitting or drilling or

maintenance or expansion of operations is anticipated

financial or operational risks to particular operations facilities and plans from

proposed federal or state laws or regulations including moratoriums on fracking

any limitations which regional water supply or waste disposal issues may place

on operations or expansion

In the event of uncertainty about probabilities or outcomes the report should at

minimum describe the worst-case scenario and the extent of uncertainties



Boston Trust Investment

Management Company ShAREHOLDER PROPOSAL

DEC14 2011

NO OF SHARES

December 14 2011 DISTRIBUTION IMER
1KB JEP DGFJ SMD

To Whom It May Concern

Boston Trust Investment Management Company..a state chartered bank under

the Commonwealth of Massachusetts and insured by the FDIC manages assets

and acts as custodian for the Unitarian Universalist Service Committee

through its Walden Asset Management division

We are writing to verify that our dient Unitarian Universalist Service

Committee currently owns 76 shares of Exxon Mobil Corporation Cusip

302310102 These shares are held in the name of Cede Co under the

custodianship of Boston Trust and reported as such to the SEC via the quarterly

filing by Boston Trust of Form 1SF

We confirm that Unitarian Universalist Service Committee has continuously

owned and has beneficial ownership of at least $2000 in market value of the

voting securities of Exxon Mobil Corporation and that such beneficial

ownership has existed for one or more years in accordance with rule 14a-8a1

of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 Additional documentation confirming

ownership from our sub-custodian who are DTC participants will be provided

upon request

Further it is our intent to hold at least $2000 in market value through the next

annual meeting

Should you require further information please contact Timothy Smith at

617-726-7155 or tsmithbostontrust.com directly

SincerelyXLLi
Timothy Smith

Senior Vice President

Boston Trust Investment Management Company
Walden Asset Management

1w Or Beacon eet 8oton.Majchusetis O21O 6.i7.72.72S fax 617.22725O



Dec 15 11 O116p Susan Mike 088 210-348-6745 p2

ljenethctthe 3isters
285 Oblate Dr

San Antonio TX 78216

210-348-6704 phone
210-348-6745 fax

December 15 2011

Mr David Rosenthal

Secretary SHAREHOLDER RELATiONS
Eocon Mob Corporation
5959 Las Colinas Boulevard UE
Irving IX 750392298

____
NO OF SHARES

Sent by fax 972-444-1505 COMMENT

Dear Mr Rosenthal
ACTION

am writing you on behalf of the Benedictine Sisters Boerne Texas to co-file the stockholder resolution

on Hydraulic Fracturing In brief the proposal states Shareholders request that the Board of Directors

prepare report to investors by September2012 at reasonable cost and exckrdng confidential or legafly

prejudicial data on the short-term and Iong-tenn risks to the companys operations finances and gas

exploration associated with community concerns known regulatory impacts moratoriums and public

opposition to hydraulic fracturing and related natural gas development

am hereby authorized to notify you of our interion to co-file this shareholder proposal with You Sow
submit It for inclusion In the proxy statement for consideration and action by the shareholders at the

2012 annual meeting in accordance with Rule 14-a-8 of the General Rules and Regulations of the

Securities and Exchange Act of 1934 representative of the shareholders will attend the annual

meeting to move the resolution as required by SEC rules

We are the owners of $2000 worth of the shares of ExxonMobil stock and intend to hold $2000 worth

through the date of the 2012 Annual Meeting Verification of ownership will follow including proof from

DTC participant

We truly hope that the company will be willing to dialogue with the filers about this proposal Please note

that the contact person for this resolution/proposal will be Michael Passofi of As You Sow who can be

reached at 41 5391 .3212 32 or at miohaelasvousow.ora If agreement is reached Michael Passoff

as spokesperson for the primary filer is authorized to withdraw the resolution on our behalf

Sincerely

Y4..L1CtI CI
Sr Susan Mike OSB
Corporate Responsibitfty Program



Dec 15 11 0116p Susan Mike OSB 210-348-6745 p.3

Hydraulic Fracturing Exxon Mobil 2012

Whereas
The use of hydraulic fracturing In natural gas driltrng has become highly controversial Proponents are

concerned about regulatory legal reputational and financial risks associated with the environmental

health and social impacts of fracturing operations

Concern about water sources toxtc chemicals and wastewater has led to new regulations in several

states and proposed federal legislation Explosions contamination incidents and millions of dollars in

fines demonstrate that things can and do go wrong For example media reports that hi Pennsylvania

Mofflcials...have cited energy companies for more than 2500 violations associated with fracturing

practicesand collected $25.7 million in fines since 2008

More than 250 health care professionals and medical societies warned New York Governor Cuorno that

the state failed to analyze public health impacts ci hyauc fracturing in its rush to approve permits for

drilling The medical professionals cite evidence in Texas Wyoming Louisiana North Dakota and

Pennsylvania which finds worsening health metrics among neighbors of gas wells and related

infrastructure The onset of symptoms and drilling frequently coincided

Negative local impacts are straining community resources and generating opposition to fracturing

operations According to an MSCI report the expansion of oil and gas activities into areas previously

untouched by the industry will continue to face fierce opposition from the community unless companies

adequately manage environmental impacts and community health concerns through communication and

adoption of best environmental practices

In this climate companies risk increased regulatory and legal risks or bans on fracturing operations

outright Pittsburgh banned natural gas drilling wIthin city limits New York State imposed moratorium

Maryland banned drilling until the conclusion of two-year study

Resolved Shareholders request that the Board of Directors prepare report to investors by September

2012 at reasonable cost and excluding confideritial or legally prejudicial data an the short-term and

long-term risks to the companys operations finances and gas exploration associated with community

concerns known regulatory Impacts moratoriums aid public opposition to hydraulic fracturing and

related natural gas development

Suppo.lJng statement Such report should at minimum summarizefor the prior two fiscal years with

regard to hydraulic fracturing and related infrastructure

any substantial community opposition to the companys maintenance or expansion of particular

operations such as permitting and drilling

government enforcement actions including allegations of violations

total aggregate government fines on an annual basis

facility shutdown orders license suspensions or moratoriums on licensing exploration or

operations

On forward-looking basis the report should Identify

communities where sithstantiaL opposition to permitting or drillingor maintenance or expansion

of operations Is anticipated

financial or operational risks to particular operations facilities and plans from proposed federal

or state laws or regulations1 including moratoriums on tracking

any limitations which regional water supply or waste disposal issues may place on operations or

expansion

In the event of uncertainty about probabilities or outcomes the report should at minimum describe the

worst-case scenario and the extent of uncertainties
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F1DE11TY

PRIVATE CLtENT

VSSTMENT$

December 15 2011

Mr David Rosenthal

Secretary

Exxon Mobil Corporation

5959 Las Colinas Boulevard

Irving TX 75039-2298

Re Filing of stockholder resolution by Congregation of Benedictine Sisters

Dear Mr David Rosenthal

As of December 152011 the Benedictine sister Charitable Trust holds and has held

continuously for at least one year $2000 worth of Exxon Mobil common stock XOM
These shares have been held with National Financial Services DTC 0226 wholly

owned subsidiary of Fidelity Investments

If you need any other information please contact us 210-490-1905 ext.52775

Sincerely

Ben Pruett

Vice President Senior Account Executive

Fidelity Brokerage Services LLC Member NYSE SIPC

SHAREHOLDER PROPOSAL

DEC 19 2011

NO OF SHARS___...
DlSTRI8lJT

ucR

139 Loop 1604 Ste 103 Phone 800 544-

San Antonio TX 78232 wwwfidelity.com Team 275
____________

Brolemge servkes provided by Fk1dy Srokcrage
Services LLC Member NYSE SIPC

CC Sr Susan Mika OSB



The BrainerdFoundation

December 142011

Mr David Rosenthal

Corporate Secretary

Exxon Mobil Corporation
SHAREHOLDER PROPOSAL

5959 Las Colinas Boulevard

Irving TX 75039 DEC 14 2011

NO. SI4MES._
Dear Mr Rosenthal DlsrrnsuTloN OS Mt RAL

LKB JEP OGH SMO

The Brainerd Foundation is an investor in Exxon Mobil and the owner of 600 shares

Our Foundation based in Seattle has mission to protect environmental quality of the Pacific

Northwest As implied by our Mission we are concerned that companies we invest in act

responsibly especially with regard to the environment We write today to encourage you to take

steps to increase accountability related to complex issues related to fracking

We are co-filing the enclosed shareholder resolution for inclusion in the 2012 proxy statement

in accordance with Rule 14a-8 of the General Rules and Regulations of the Securities Exchange

Act of 1934 We are the beneficial owner of at least $2000 worth of Exxon Mobil stock as defined

in Rule 13d-3 of the Securities Exchange Act of 7934 We are co-filing this resolution with As You

Sow as the primary filer This resolution is identical to the one filed by As You Sow Michael

Passoff of As You SOW Wilt be our lead filer and can becontacted atAs You Sow 311 California

Street Ste 510 San Francisco CA 94104415.391.3212 ext 32 or via email at

michaekasyousow.org We will be pleased to provide additional proof of ownership from our sub-

custodian DTC participant upon request

We have been continuous shareholder for more than one year and will continue to be an

investor and hold at least $2000 market value of the requisite number of shares through the 2012

stockholders meeting representative of the filers will attend the stockholders meeting to move

the resolution as required by SEC rues

Please copy correspondent both to me and Tim Smith at Walden Asset Management which is

our investment manager tsmfthbostontrust.com We hereby deputize As You Sow to act on

our behalf in withdrawing this resolution

The Brainerd Foundation 1601 Second Avenue Suite 610 Seattle WA 98101

Phone 206.448.0676/ Fax 206.448.7222/ E-mail infobrainerd.org

Executive Director



Impacts of Hydraulic Fracturing Exxon Mobal 2012

Whereas

The use of hydraulic fracturing in natural gas drilling has become highly controversial

Proponents are concerned about regulatory legal reputational and financial risks

associated with the environmental health and social impacts of fracturing operations

Concern about water sources toxic chemicals and wastewater has led to new

regulations in several states and proposed federal legislation Explosions contamination

incidents and millions of dollars in fines demonstrate that things can and do go wrong

For example media reports that in Pennsylvania officials...have cited energy

companies for more than 2500 violations associated with fracturing practices and

collected $25.7 million in fines since 2008

More than 250 health care professionals and medical societies warned New York

Governor Cuomo that the state failed to analyze public health impacts of hydraulic

fracturing in its rush to approve permits for drilling The medical professionals cite

evidence In Texas Wyoming Louisiana North Dakota and Pennsylvania which finds

worsening healthmetrics among neighbors of gas wells and related infrastructure The

onset of symptoms and drilling frequently coincided

Negative local impacts are straining community resources and generating opposition to

fracturing operations According to an MSCI report the expansion of oil and gas

activities into areas previously untouched by the industry will continue to face fierce

opposition from the community unless companies adequately manage environmental

impacts and community health concerns through communication and adoption of best

environmental practices

In this climate companies risk increased regulatory and legal risks or bans on fracturing

operations outright Pittsburgh banned natural gas drilling within city limits New York

State imposed moratorium Maryland banned drilling until the conclusion of two-

year study

Resolved Shareholders request that the Board of Directors prepare report to

investors by September 2012 at reasonable cost and excluding confidential or legally

prejudicial data on the short-term and long-term risks to the companys operations

finances and gas exploration associated with community concerns known regulatory

impacts moratoriums and public opposition to hydraulic fracturing and related natural

gas development

Supporting statement Such report should at minimum summarize for the prior two

fiscal years with regard to hydraulic fracturing and related infrastructure

any substantial community opposition to the companys maintenance or

expansion of particular operations such as permitting and drilling



government enforcement actions including allegations of violations

total aggregate government fines on an annual basis

facility shutdown orders license suspensions or moratoriums on licensing

exploration or operations

On forward-looking basis the report should identify

communities where substantial opposition to permitting or drilling or

maintenance or expansion of operations Is anticipated

financial or operational risks to particular operations facilities and plans from

proposed federal or state laws or regulations including moratoriums on fracking

any limitations which regional water supply or waste disposal issues may place

on operations or expansion

In the event of uncertainty about probabilities or outcomes the report should at

minimum describe the worst-case scenario and the extent of uncertainties



Boston Trust Investment

Management Company

December 14 2011

To Whom It May Concern

Boston Trust Investment Management Company state chartered bank under

the Commonwealth of Massachusetts and insured by the FDIC manages assets

and acts as custodian for the Brainerd Foundation through its Walden Asset

Management division

We are writing to verify that our client Brainerd Foundation currently owns 600

shares of Exxon Mobil Corporation Cusip 30231G102 These shares are

held in the name of Cede Co under the custodianship of Boston Trust and

reported as such to the SEC via the quarterly filing by Boston Trust of Form 13F

We confirm that Brainerd Foundation has continuously owned and has

beneficial ownership of at least $2000 in market value of the voting securities of

Exxon Mobil Corporation and that such beneficial ownership has existed for

one or more years in accordance with rule 14a-8a1 of the Securities

Exchange Act of 1934 Additional documentation confirming ownership from our

sub-custodian who are DTC participants will be provided upon request

Further it is our intent to hold at least $2000 in market value through the next

annual meeting

Should you require further information please contact Timothy Smith at

61 7726-71 55 or tsmith@bostontrust.com directly

SincerelyXLLit
Timothy Smith

Senior Vice President

Boston Trust Investment Management Company

Walden Asset Management

UM On Beacon Stee Bcon MasathusettsO21O8 6i7726725O fax t7.227iO



Zevin Asset Management LLC

PIONEERS iN SOCIALLY RZSPONSI BLE IN VESTiNG

December 14 2011

Mr David Rosentlud

Secretary

Exxon Mobil SHAREHOLDER PROPOSAL
5959 Las Colinas Boulevard

Irving TX 75O392298 DEC 14 20%1

Via fax 972-444-/SOS NO OF SHARES

DISTRIBUTI0N DSR RME RAL

Re itolder Proposal for 2012 Annual Meeting
1KB JEP DGH SKiD

Dear Mt RcsenthaI

Enclosed please find our letter cofihing the hydraulic fracturing disclosure proposal to be included in the prosy

statement of Thoron the Compa for ts 2012 annual meeting of stockholdera

Zevin Asset Management Is socially responsible Inwsttntnt manager which integrates financial and envaronmenral

social and governance research In making investment decisions on behalf of our clients While we appreciate the

Companys willingness to dialogue with investors on its hydraulic fracturing cperarions we remain concerned that

Exxons existing disdcsure fluls to provide investors sufficient information at this time especially with regards to the

imp5cts dhydxaulk fracturing opttat0nt on local communities

Zevin Asset Management holds on behalf of our clients 41435 shares of the Compan common stock held among

different custodians We are filing on behalf of one of our clients the John Maher Trust the Proponent who has

continuously held for at least one year of the date hereof 6105 shares oldie Companys common stock which would

meet the requirements of Rule 14a.8 under the Securities Eruange Act of 1934 as amcnded Verification of this

ownership from DTC participating hank number 0221 UBS Pinandal Services Is enclosed

Zevin Asset Management LLC has complete discretion aver the Proponents shareholding account at UBS Financial

Services Inc which means that we have complete discretion to buy or sell Investments in the Proponents portfolio

Let this letter serve as confirmation that the Proponent intends to continue to hold the requisite number of shares

through the date of the Companys 2012 annual meeting of stockholders

This resolution is identical to the one filed by As You Sow Michael Passoff of As lou Sow will be our lead filer and

hecanbecontacted arAsYou Sow.311 Calif aSneetSte 510San Francisco CA94104.415.39L3212 ext 32

or via email at tnithl@asvoosow.ov

Zevin Asset Management welcomes the opportunity to discuss the proposal with representari\es of tire Company

Please direct any communications to me at 617-7424666 x308 or souia@zevincnm We request copies of any

documentation related to this proposal

Sincerely

$0n12 Kowal

Director of Socially Rerponsible Intesthrg

Zevin Asset Management

51 Srni iai O4 Estm.M\ 1Z1d un NKNE 7-71-b6b4 S% A42 MM jfl.T94fl.%fl

.B 99997LLt9I 6EEB ItG/11/I



knpacts at Hydraulic Fracturing Ecmn MobIl 2012

Whereas

The use of hydraulic fracturing In natural gas drilling has become highly controversiaL

Proponents are concerned about regulatory lega reputatknal and financial risks

associated with the eiwimnmental health and social Impacts otfracturkgopemtbnL

Concern about watersources toxicchemlcals and wastewater has ted to new

regulations in several states and proposed federal legislation Explosions contamination

Incidents and millions of dollars kvflnes demonstrate that things can and do go wrong

For example media reports that In Pennsylvania offlciak...have cited energy

companies far more than 2500 violatIons assodated with fracturh practices and

collected $25.7 mllllonIn fines since 200$

Moie than 250 health care professionals and medical societies warned New York

Governor Cuomo that the state failed to analyze public health impacts of hydraulic

iracturing in its rush to approve permits for drillingThe medical professionals cite

evidence hi Texas Wyoming Louisiana North Dakota and Pennsylvania which finds

worsening health metrics among neighbors of gas wells and related infrastructure The

onset of symptoms and drilling frequently coincided

Negative local impacts are straining community resources and generating opposition to

fracturing operations According to an MSCIreport The expan$Ion of oil and gas

activities into areas previously untouched by the industry will continue to face fierce

opposition fromthe ammun ty unless companies adequately manage envWonmental

impacts and community health concerns through communication and adoption of best

environmental practices

In this dimate companies risk increased regulatory and legal risks or bans on fracturing

operations outright Pittsburgh banned natural gas drilling within city limits New York

State Imposed moratorium Maryland banned drilling until the conduslon of two-

year study

Rawlveth Shareholders request that the Board of Directors prepare report to

investors by September 2012 at reasonable cost and exduding confidential or legally

prejudicial data on the short-term and tong-term risks to the companys operations

finances and gas exploration associated with community concerns known regulatory

Impacts moratoriums and public apposition to hydraulic fracturing and related natural

gas development

S.çpwtin9 .stotement Such report should at minknum summarize for the prior two

fiscal years with regard to hydraulic fracturing and related infrastructure

any substantial community opposition to the companys maintenance or

expansion of particular operations such as permitting and drllimg

EB 39d VZSI 99S9iLLL9I SE IWJ1t/t



government enforcement actions including allegations of violations

tOt2I aggregate government fines on an annual basis

facility shutdown orders license suspensions or moratoæums onlicensing

exploration or operations

On forward-looking basis the reporr should ldentlfy

communities where substantial opposition to permitting or drillingor

maintenance or expansion ooperatlons Is anticipated

financial or operational risks to particular operations facilities and plans from

proposed federal or state laws or regulations induding moratoriums onfrackinL

any limitations whith regional water supply or waste disposal issues may place

on opera or expansion

in the event of uncertainty about probabilities or outcomes the report should at

minimum describe the worsv.case scenario and the extent of uncertainties

P0 BFNd VZ 0992PLLt9T 6EC0 iI/tt/I



Zevin Asset Management
PIONEERS IN SCCIALLY RESP0NSBLE INVESTING

December 142011

To Whom It May Qrncern

Please find attached DTC participant UBS Financial Seivices custodial proof of

owneiship statement of Exxon from the John Maher Thast Zevin Asset Manement
LLC is the investment advisor to the John Malier Trust and co-filed share holder

resolution on lobbying disclosure on the John MaherTrusts behalf

This letter seives as confirmation that the John Maher Trust is the beneficial owner of

the above referenced stock

Sincerely

Sonia Kowal

Director ofSocially Responsible bwesdng

Zevin Asset Management IJLC

50 Cüic Sttcet.Suitr 104 l3souMA t2109 zvncou PIIONE 6J7742-66 rXbT7-742-640 i9i$t4ifl.fl
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December 14 2011

To Whom It PAay Concern

This is to confirm that DIC participant number 0221 LJBS Financial Services Inc

the custodian for 6105 ahates of common stock Euon cemed by the John

MsherTnisl .3DtMB Memorandum M-07-16

We confirm that the above acoount has benellcial ownership of at least $2000 in

market value of the voting securities of Eoon and that euch beneficial ierahIp

has contimrously edatad for one or more years in accordance with rule 14.-

8a1 of the Securities Exchange Atot 1934

The shares are held at Depcsftory Trust Company under the Nominee name of

UBS Financial Service

The lelter seives cordbniation that the John Maher Trust ss the beneficial

owner of the above referenced stocl

Zevin Meet Mansgement LLC is the Investment advisor to the John Maher Trust

end is planning to co4Ile share holder resolution on the John Maher Trusts

behalf

Scerely

KØIleyA.Bowker

AssistanttoMyraG Koltm

Senior Vice Preeldentlnvastments

U1$.$.Nkt iidM.p
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FirstAfftive
Investing foro Sustainable Future

SfIAREHOLDER PROPOSAL

Financial Network LLC
DEC 15 2011

NO OF SI4ARES

December 142411

SMO

Mr David Rosenthal

Secretary

Exxon Mobil Corporation

5959 Las Colinas Boulevard

Irving Texas 75039-2298

RE Hydraulic Fracturing Shareowner Resolution

Dear Mr Rosenthal

First Affirmative Financial Network LLC is United States based investment management firm with

approximately $645 million in assets under management

First Affirmative acting on behalf of client Izetta Smith joins lead filer As You Sow to co-file the

enclosed shareholder resolution with Exxon Corporation We support the inclusion of this proposal in

the 2011 proxy statement in accordance with Rule 14aS of the General Rules and Regulations of the

Securities and Exchange Act of 1934 17 C.F.R 240.14a-8

Per Rule 14a-8 lzetta Smith holds more than $2000 of Exxon Corporation common stock acquired

more than one year prior to the submission of this fIling and held continuously for that time Ms
Smith intends to remain invested in this position continuously through the date of the 2012 annual

meeting

Verification of ownership will be forwarded under separate cover by DTC participant custodian Folio

Institutional Foiofn Investments Jnc

This resolution is identical to the one filed by As You Sow Michael Passoff at As You Sow will be

our lead filer and he can be contacted at As You Sow 311 California Street Ste 510 San Francisco

CA 94104.415.391.3212 ext 32 or via email at michael@asyousow.org

Please confirm receipt of this document to

Holly Testa

Shareowner Advocate

2503 Walnut Street Suite 201

Boulder Colorado 80302

hoilytesta@firstaffirmative.com

303-641-5190

5475 Mark Dabting Boulevard Suite 108 Colorado Springs Colorado 80918 1800.422.7284 tollfree 719.636.1943 fax www.firstafflrmative.com

2503 Walnut Street Suite 201 Boulder Colorado 80302 877340.4933 toll free 1720.221.0470 www.firstalfirmative.com

First Affirmative Financial Network LLC is an independent Regsstered Investment Advisor SEC Fie801-56587



Izetta Smith

FISMA 0MB Memorandum M-07-16
--

December 82011

Mr David Rosenthal

Secretary

Exxon Mobil Corporation

5959 Las Colinas Boulevard

Irving TX 75039-2298

972-444-1157 Tel

RE Hydraulic fracturing shareowner resolution

Dear Mr Rosenthal

hereby authorize First Affirmative Financial Netwo LLC First Affinnazive to co- file

resolution with lead filer As You Sow on my behalf at Exxon Mobil Corporation addressing

hydraulic fracturing own approximately 220 shares of Exxon Mobil that have held for more

than one year from the date of submission of this resohition intend to hold at least $2000 of

these shares in the company though the date of the annual meeting in2012

specifically giveFirst Affirmative full authority to deal on my behalf with all aspects of this

shareholder resolution We understand that my name may appear on the proxy statement as

filer of this shareholder resolution

Sincerely

Izetta



impacts of Hydraulic Fracturing Exxon Mobil 2012

Whereas

The use of hydraulic fracturing in natural gas drilling has become highly controversial

Proponents are concerned about regulatory legal reputational and financial risks

associated with the environmental health and social impacts of fracturing operations

Concern about water sources toxic chemicals and wastewater has led to new

regulations in several states and proposed federal legislation Explosions contamination

incidents and millions of dollars In fines demonstrate that things can and do go wrong

For example media reports that in Pennsylvania officials...have cited energy

companies for more than 2500 violations associated with fracturing practices and

collected $25.7 million in fines since 2008

More than 250 health care professionals and medical societies warned New York

Governor Cuomo that the state failed to analyze public health Impacts of hydraulic

fracturing in its rush to approve permits for drilling The medical professionals cite

evidence in Texas Wyoming Louisiana North Dakota and Pennsylvania which finds

worsening health metrics among neighbors of gas wells and related infrastructure The

onset of symptoms and drilling frequently coincided

Negative local impacts are straining community resources and generating opposition to

fracturing operations Accordingto an MSCI report the expansion of oil and gas

activities into areas previously untouched by the industry will continue to face fierce

opposition from the community unless companies adequately manage environmental

impacts and community health concerns through communication and adoption of best

environmental practices

In this climate companies risk increased regulatory and legal risks or bans on fracturing

operations outright Pittsburgh banned natural gas drilling within city limits New York

State imposed moratorium Maryland banned drilling until the conclusion of two-

year study

Resolved Shareholders request that the Board of Directors prepare report to

investors by September2012 at reasonable cost and excluding confidential or legally

prejudicial data on the short-term and long-term risks to the companys operations

finances and gas exploration associated with community concerns known regulatory

impacts moratoriums and public opposition to hydraulic fracturing and related natural

gas development

Supporting statement Such report should at minimumsummarize for the prior two

fiscal years with regard to hydraulic fracturing and related infrastructure

any substantial community opposition to the companys maintenance or

expansion of particular operations such as permitting and drilling



government enforcement actions including allegations of violations

total aggregate government fines on an annual basis

facility shutdown orders license suspensions or moratoriums on Licensing

exploration or operations

On forward-looking basis the report should identify

communities where substantial opposition to permitting or drilling or

maintenance or expansion of operations is anticipated

financial or operational risks to particular operations facilities and plans from

proposed federal or state laws or regulations including moratoriums on fracking

any limitations which regional water supply or waste disposal issues may place

on operations or expansion

In the event of uncertainty about probabilities or outcomes the report should at

minimum describe the worst-case scenario and the extent of uncertainties



Folio
1flvStIflflt

8180 GreenSboro Drive 703-880-7313

8th Floor foiloinstltutonal.COm

McI.ean VA 22102

December 152011

Mr David Rosenthal

Secretary

Exxon Mobil Corporation

5959 Las Colinas Boulevard
DEC 19 2011

Irving TX 75039-2298

RE Hydraulic fracturing shareowner resolution

Dear Mr Rosenthal

Please accept this letter as documentation that Foliofn Investments Inc acts as the

custodian for First Affirmative Financial Network LLC Further we are wnting this letter

to verify that First Affirmative Financial Network is the Investment Advisor on the

individual account for Izetta Smith

First Affirmative Financial Network is beneficial owner with discretionary authority on

the above referenced client account and the client has delegated proxy voting authority

to First Affirmative Financial Network

Furthermore we are writing to verify that First Affirmatives client Izetta Smith owns

approximately 220 shares of Exxon Corporation in their individual account They have

continuously held at least $2000 in market value of Exxon Corporation for at least one

year prior to the submission gf this shareowner proposal on December 15 2011

SinceIy-

DYt.Viede
ustomer Service

Foliofn Investments Inc

8180 Greensboro Drive

8th Floor

McLean VA 22102

wiederd@folioinvestinQ.com

703-245-4840

SHAREHOLDER PROPOSAL

DEC 11 2011

NO OF SHARES_
DISTRlBtJTQN DSR RMERAI

_________



5Wunt St Scholastica

Benedictine Sisters

December 13 2011

Mr David Rosenthal

Secretary

Exxon Mobil Corporation

5959 Las Colinas Boulevard

Irving TX 750392298

Dear Mr Rosenthal

am writing you on behalf of Benedictine Sisters of Mount St Scholastica to co-file the stockholder

resolution on Hydraulic Fracturing In brief the proposal states Shareholders request that the Board

of Directors prepare report to investors by September 2012 at reasonable cost and exduding

confidential or legally prejudicial data on the short-term and long-term risks to the companys

operations finances and gas exploration associated with community concerns known regulatory

impacts moratoriums and public opposition to hydraulic fracturing and related natural gas

development

am hereby authorized to notify you of our intention to co-file this shareholder proposal with As You

Sow submit it for inclusion in the proxy statement for consideration and action by the shareholders

at the 2012 annual meeting in accordance with Rule 14-a-8 of the General Rules and Regulations of

the Securities and Exchange Act of 1934 representative of the shareholders will attend the annual

meeting to move the resolution as required by SEC rules

We are the owners of 774 shares of ExxonMobil stock and intend to hold $2000 worth through the

date of the 2012 Annual Meeting Verification of ownership will follow including proof from DTC

participant

We truly hope that the company will be willing to dialogue with the filers about this proposal Please

note that the contact person for this resolutionlproposal will be Michael Passoff of As You Sow who

can be reached at 415.391.3212 32 or at michaeIasyousow.orp If agreement is reached Michael

Passoff as spokesperson for the primaryfiler is authorized to withdraw the resolution on our behalf

Respectfully yours

L7AQ
Lou Whipple

SHARE%4OLOER PROPOSAL

Business Manager OEC 14 ZUU

NO.OF SHARi

DISTRJTW RAL

jq OGst SMO

801 8TH STRET ATCI-IISON KS 66002 913.3606200 FAX 913.360.6190

Wtttv rnOu.ntOSh org



Hydraulic Fracturing Exxon Mobil 2012

Whereas
The use of hydraulic fracturing in natural gas drilling has become highly controversial Proponents are

concerned about regulatory legal reputational and financial risks associated with the environmental

health and social impacts of fracturing operations

Concern about water sources toxic chemicals and wastewater has led to new regulations in several

states and proposed federal legislation Explosions contamination incidents and millions of dollars in

fines demonstrate that things can and do go wrong For example media reports that in Pennsylvania

official. .have cited energy companies for more than 2500 violations associated with fracturing

practices and collected $25.7 million in fines since 2008.N

More than 250 health care professionals and medical societies warned New York Governor Cuomo

that the state failed to analyze public health impacts of hydraulic fracturing in its rush to approve

permits for drilling The medical professionals cite evidence in Texas Wyoming Louisiana North

Dakota and Pennsylvania which finds worsening health metrics among neighbors of gas wells and

related infrastructure The onset of symptoms and drilling frequently coincided

Negative local impacts are straining community resources and generating opposition to fracturing

operations According to MSCI report uthe expansion of oil gas activities into areas previously

untouched by the industry will continue to face fierce opposition from the community unless

companies adequately manage environmental impacts and community health concerns through

communication and adoption of best environmental practice

In this climate companies risk increased regulatory and Legal risks or bans on fracturing operations

outright Pittsburgh banned natural gas drilling within city limits New York State imposed

moratorium Maryland banned drilling until the conclusion of two-year study

Resolved Shareholders request that the Board of Directors prepare report to investors by

September 2012 at reasonable cost and excluding confidential or legally prejudicial data on the

short-term and long-term risks to the companys operations finances and gas exploration associated

with community concerns known regulatory impacts moratoriums and public opposition to hydraulic

fracturing and related natural gas development

Supporting statement Such report should at minimum summarizefor the prior two fiscal years

with regard to hydraulic fracturing and related infrastructure

any substantial community opposition to the companys maintenance or expansion of

particular operations such as permitting and drilling

government enforcement actions inducing allegations of violations

total aggregate government fines on an annual basis

facility shutdown orders license suspensions or moratoriums on licensing exploration or

operations

On forward-looking basis the report should identify

communities where substantial opposition to permitting or drilling or maintenance or

expansion of operations is anticipated

financial oroperational risks to particular operations facilities and plans from proposed

federal or state laws or regulations including moratoriums on fracking

any limitations which regional water supply or waste disposal issues may place on operations

or expansion

In the event of uncertainty about probabilities or outcomes the report should at minimum describe

the worst-case scenario and the extent of uncertainties



Merrill Lynch
Wealth Management

Bank of America Corporation

December 13 2011

Mr David Rosenthal

Secretary

Exxon Mobil Corporation

5959 Las Colinas Boulevard

Irvine TX 75039-2298

NO OF SHARES
OISTRJ8UTIOJ fSR RME RALLK8 .1EP OGH SMD

As of December 13 2011 Mount St Scholastics Inc held and has held continuously for

at least one year 774 shares of Exxon Mobil Corporation common stock

Sincerely

Jody Herbert CA

Merrill Lynch Pierºe Fenner Smith Incorporated

Cc Benedictine Sisters of Mount St Scholastica Inc

Metyjil chWelthioanagementfltakes enailahie products and services offered by Moral Lyr.ch Pierce Fenner Smith rncerporated Ml.PFS and other

suhaidiados ot Bank of Amenca Corporation

Investment products

Are Not FDIC Insered Are Not Bank Guaranteed 1W Lose Valve

Are Not Insured by Any Are Note Condition to Any

AreNotDep BAnorActlvIty

RE Mt St Scholastica TLN 48-0548363

Dear Mr Rosenthal

SfAREHOWER PROPOSAL

DEC 15 2011

2959 Rodr Road Ste 200 Wichita KS 67226 tel 800.7773993

MLPFS lsaregstered broker-dealer niber Sen as Irnestor Protection Corporation SIPC and wholly owned subsidiwy of Bank of America Corporation

Menit lanr Life Agency Inc is ailcensed agency and wholly owned subsidiary of Bank of America Corporation



Page of

Part

Instnictlons for

deliveringflrm

All deliveries must Include the client name and The 8-digit Merril1 Lynch account number

ASSET Ff PE DEliVERY INRUCTIONS

Checks and re-registration papers Make checks payable tx

for cash and margin accounts Merrill Lynch Pierce Fenner Smith Incorporated as custochan

FAO/FBO Client Name
Cash transfers between retirement

Merrill Lynch Account Number
accounts

Branch may affix oflice label here

If no label mail to

Memil Lynch

Attn Cash Management

4803 Deer Lake Drive West

Jacksonville FL 32246-6485

Do not send physical certificates to this address

All Dit-Eligible Securities Deliver to DTC Clearing

0161 vs Payment

5198 vs Receipt-free

Physical delivery of securities DIC New York Window

56 Water Stieet

Concourse Level South Building

New York NV 10041

Federal Settlements BK OF NYC/MLGOV

All Custody US Teasuries ABA Numbec 021000018

Bonds Rub Notes Agencies Further credit to client name and Merrill l3mch

federal Book-Entry Mortgage
accOunt number

All MBS products FHLMC FNMA

GNMA MO etc

Federal Wire Funds Bank of America NA
100 West 33rd Street

New York NY 10001

ABA Number 026009593

SWIFT Address for International Banks BOFAUS3N

Account Number 6550113516

Name Merrill Lynch Pierce Fenner and Smith New York NY

Reference Merrill Lynch 8digit account number and account title

Unilted Partnerships Mcmli Lynch

Ann Umited Partnerships Operations

101 Hudson Street

Jersey City NJ 07302

Merrill Lynch Wealth Managenient makes available products and ser.ces offered by Merrill Lynctt Pierce

Fenner Smith Incorporated MLPFS and other subsidiaries of Bank of Anierica Corporation

triyestmeiit Products

cODE 1.566

Are Not FDIC Insured Are Not Bank Guaranteed May Lose Value


